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Abstract
In recent decades, human behaviour increasingly negatively impacts the environment. This has
become on such a scale that extreme weather patterns and serious climatic changes on the planet
have been linked to this human influence. The need for scientific proof to back up potential claims
about how to tackle climate change problems has given rise to extensive research programs on the
many aspects of human influence on climate change. The field of Pro-Environmental Behaviour (PEB)
is one of these fields of research. They research the effect of human behaviour on the environment.
Previous research showed a potential relation between exemplary leadership ProEnvironmental Behaviour (PEB) and employee PEB, yet what this relation entails exactly remains
unclear. This study aimed to uncover the mechanisms explaining the relation between Leadership ProEnvironmental Behaviour (PEB) and employee PEB. An explorative study was done with leaders of
different departments of Wageningen University and Research in the Netherlands. They were invited
to think how to change their own behaviour on how to reduce their individual plastic waste and
printing paper usage and be an example to their employees. This to see if the actions undertaken had
any effect on employee PEB and if the exemplary leadership – PEB relation found in previous research
could be unravelled to another level of detail.
The T-test analysis showed a significant decrease in plastic waste for only one department. All
other differences were not significant. Reasons for this could be a small sampling size, use of unclear
indicators, the potential impact being too small or the impact happening over a longer time measured
in this study. Within the questionnaire results, most of the respondents did not notice changes in PEB
in leaders and colleagues. Awareness on the problems of plastic waste and printing paper usage was
high in the current test group. This leads to questions if the found relation in Blok, Wesselink et al.
(2015) translates into action and actual behaviour.
Though the quantitative results did not show a definite change in employee PEB, they were
not conclusive and overall representativeness can be questioned. Therefore, the results from the
interview were worth considering. They could give further insight in what the mechanisms behind the
leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB are.
Four themes were discussed resulting from the analysis of the interviews. These were time,
creating interest, visibility and importance of current behaviour. Looking closer at these themes, the
following mechanisms could give insight behind the Exemplary leadership PEB – Employee PEB link:
First the interviews showed that the time a leader invested in promoting PEB had a positive
relationship with how effective potential effects of the actions undertaken could be. The second
mechanism that stood out was that the more time a leader invested in being physically around the
employees positively influenced the chance that behaviour was noticed. The third mechanism was that
the ability of a leader to create interest had a positive relation with employee PEB. The fourth
mechanism that stood out was that a leader’s visibility had a positive relation with the noticeability of
the actions undertaken increased. The fifth mechanism found was that the more boundaries were
apparent in the surroundings, the less visible the problems opted by the leaders were. Lastly, the sixth
mechanism was that the higher the importance of current behaviour was over the new PEB, the more
difficult it became to change this current behaviour.
Seeing the results of the study, the leaders mostly used leadership styles corresponding to
transformational leadership. Other research supports the use of transformational leadership to
encourage PEB (Graves, Sarkis et al. 2013, Robertson and Barling 2013).
Future research should see the results of this explorative study as a first step uncovering the
leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB. This can be done by changing the mechanisms and look for
potential changes in employees’ PEB. The statistical results will increase in rigidness with larger testing
groups, more locations applied and measured over a longer time period.
4

Executive Summary
In recent decades, human behaviour increasingly negatively impacts the environment. This has
become on such a scale that extreme weather patterns and serious climatic changes on the planet
have been linked to this human influence. It threatens lifestyles and ecosystems all over the planet.
The need for scientific proof to back up potential claims about how to tackle climate change problems
has given rise to extensive research programs on the many aspects of human influence on climate
change.
The field of Pro-Environmental Behaviour (PEB) is one of these fields of research. They research
the effect of human behaviour on the environment. To explain what PEB means, this study uses the
review done by Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) as starting point. PEB is the behaviour that consciously
seeks to minimize the negative impact of one’s actions on the natural and built world.
Interest has risen in the field of PEB to look at PEB in the workspace for its potential in reducing
impact of human behaviour during working hours. research done by Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015)
shows that there is a potential positive link between exemplary leadership PEB and employee PEB.
Yet it remained unclear what the exact mechanism behind the said relation was. This study
was therefor an explorative study that tried to understand which mechanisms explain the relation
between leadership exemplary PEB and employee’s PEB. This was done through a leadership
intervention, involving individuals of departments of Wageningen University and Research (WUR), all
engaged in their work through leadership functions. These leaders were asked to explicitly show
exemplary leadership behaviour. The effects of the exemplary leadership behaviour were measured
through a change in PEB, being the dependent variable of study.
The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) from Ajzen (1991) was used as theoretical starting
point. Relating the TPB to workspaces, the theory showed theoretical limitations. An attitude
behaviour relation can become increasingly unclear with increased complexity and ambiguity of the
surroundings. Next It has shown to be difficult to include factors like group dynamics or human-object
relations into the TPB, for the factor subjective norm only considers external pressures limiting or
enabling certain behaviour. Further uncertainty comes into play when intention to act is measured
through self-reporting methods. Though correlations have been found that individual behaviour is
strongly influenced by the intention to act on this behaviour, it does not say that the actual behaviour
will be expressed and whether this has a significant effect on improving environmental sustainability
in a workspace.
The limitation of the TPB were tackled first by trying to reduce the risk of finding weak
relations. This was done by considering a more specific factor already found to significantly impact
PEB, being the exemplary leadership PEB – employee PEB relation. Next for potential inclusion of
factors like group dynamics, a choice was made not to start from a cognitive approach, common in the
TPB. Instead, this study approaches the relation the other way around and take a more inductive
approach by looking at what actions are done and then see what kind of behaviour is behind it. This
also tackled the potential uncertainties surrounding the intention to behaviour relation. Inspiration for
this method was taken from Practice Theory (PT).
Interviews, an indicators analysis, and questionnaires were applied as methods to gain insight
on the potential changes in PEB. Four individuals, having a position of leadership within a department
of the WUR, were asked to perform exemplary leadership behaviour. This was done by asking them to
try to reduce their individual plastic waste and printing paper usage and communicate this to their
colleagues. The plastic waste and printing paper usage were measured over 60 days as indicators of
potential behavioural change, while interviews were done before and after this measurement period.
At the end of the measurement period, a questionnaire was given to the people on the departments
to see if changes in behaviour by leaders or near colleagues were noticed.
5

Looking at the indicator analysis results, only one department out of three showed a
statistically significant decrease in plastic waste observed. The other two departments did not show if
the actions done by the leaders impacted the plastic waste and printing paper usage. Reasons for this
could be a small sampling size, use of unclear indicators, the potential impact being too small or the
impact happening over a longer time measured in this study. It remains to see if the indicator results
hold in future research.
Within the questionnaire results, most of the respondents did not notice changes in PEB in
leaders and colleagues. Awareness on the problems of plastic waste and printing paper usage was high
in the current test group. This leads to questions if the found relation in Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015)
translates into action and actual behaviour.
Though the quantitative results did not show a definite change in employee PEB, they were
not conclusive and overall representativeness can be questioned. Therefore, the results from the
interview were worth considering. They could give further insight in what the mechanisms behind the
leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB are.
Concluding from the interview analysis, four themes could be defined. Six mechanisms were
determined from this that show potential in explaining the leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB
relation. First the interviews showed that the time a leader invested in promoting PEB had a positive
relationship with how effective potential effects of the actions undertaken could be. So, if a leader
promoted PEB more, it increased the chance of effects of these actions on the employees. The second
mechanism that stood out was that the more time a leader invested in being physically around the
employees positively influenced the chance that behaviour was noticed. In other terms, if a leader
invested more time in being present or near their employees, it increased the chance of behaviour
being noticed. Third was that the ability of a leader to create interest had a positive relation with
employee PEB. So, the more able a leader was to create interest in his/ her employees, the higher the
chance was that employees would show more PEB. The fourth that stood out was that a leader’s
visibility had a positive relation with the noticeability of the actions undertaken increased. When
phrased differently, the more visible the leaders were, the higher the chance was that the actions were
noticed by employees. The fifth mechanism found was that the more boundaries were apparent in the
surroundings, the less visible the problems opted by the leaders were. Lastly, the sixth mechanism
was that the higher the importance of current behaviour was over the new PEB, the more difficult it
became to change this current behaviour.
The method of applying an action based orientation and translating this back to behaviour was
a promising approach. It showed a degree of dynamics that could be utilized in future complex
behavioural relations and open up other aspects for inclusion such as surrounding factors and group
dynamics. It also shows potential in seeing if found attitude-behaviour relations really move beyond
an increase in intention to act and translate into action.
Future research should see the results of this explorative study as a first step uncovering the
leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB. The mechanisms found show promise and should be
further researched. This can be done by changing the mechanisms and look for potential changes in
PEB. The statistical results will increase in rigidness with larger testing groups, more locations applied
and measured over a longer time period.
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1. Introduction
‘Human influence on the climate system is clear, and recent anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse
gases are the highest in history’ (IPCC 2014) . The changes in climate have had widespread influence
on our human and natural environment. Many extreme weather and climate events have been
observed since about 1950. Decrease in cold temperature extremes, an increase in warm temperature
extremes, an increase in extreme high sea levels and an increase in the number of heavy precipitation
events have been linked to human influences. (IPCC 2014).
Various United Nations Climate Conventions have taken place since the 1980’s in an effort to tackle
negative anthropogenic effects globally. An increasing number environmental NGO’s, activist and
human rights groups increasingly voice the need for different lifestyles, economic structures,
ecosystem protection and security. Yet, due to the complexity and scale of climate change problems
and related topics, much controversy exists surrounding the effects of human influence on the climate.
The need for scientific proof to back up potential claims about how to tackle climate change problems
has given rise to extensive research programs on the many aspects of human influence on climate
change.
One of these aspects is looking at climate change from a perspective of human behaviour. Looking
from this perspective, human behaviour can be seen as the effect of human actions being undertaken
within an environment. Should the reasons and inputs resulting to certain behaviour be known, actions
can be undertaken to change this behaviour (Ajzen 1991). Regarding human influence on the
environment, it is therefore interesting to know how behaviour affecting the environment is
determined. If these effects are unwanted, steps can be undertaken to change this behaviour to a
more pro-environmental substitute. The field of Pro-Environmental Behaviour (PEB) is one of these
fields of research. They research the effect of human behaviour on the environment.
Interest has risen in the field of PEB to look at PEB in the workspace because people spent a lot of time
in the workspace while research remains relatively scarce. Next to this, companies show more and
more interest in topics like environmental sustainability and corporate social responsibility
(Geissdoerfer, Savaget et al. 2017, Lansink 2017). This is because of increasing pressures from society
to act more environmentally sustainable, as well as the potential of performing more in balance with
their surroundings (Boiral 2008, Rijksoverheid 2016). PEB is one of the factors that may positively
influence environmental sustainability (Young, Davis et al. 2015).
Moving deeper into the subject of PEB in workspaces, research done by Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015)
showed that there is a potential positive link between exemplary leadership PEB and employee PEB.
Using a questionnaire with large sampling size (N = 436), they tried to identify factors that could predict
PEB in the workplace. Many factors were determined and tested, resulting in a positive found relation
previously described. They also found that although intention to act was often a strong predictor of
behaviour, it does not always give this result when talking about PEB. Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) for
example found that intention to act did not have any effect on printing PEB, but did have direct
influence on heating PEB. Other research like that of Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002), Goh, Ritchie et al.
(2017), Lee and Moscardo (2005)and Raineri and Paillé (2015) show similar uncertainties.
Yet it remains unclear what the exact mechanism behind the exemplary leadership PEB – employee
PEB relation. This study is therefore an explorative study that tries to understand which mechanisms
explain the relation between leadership exemplary PEB and employee’s PEB. This is done through a
9

leadership intervention, involving individual leaders of departments of Wageningen University and
Research (WUR), all engaged in their work through leadership functions. These leaders are asked to
explicitly show more exemplary leadership behaviour as they were doing. The effects of the exemplary
leadership behaviour are measured through a change in employees’ PEB, being the dependent variable
of study. Indicators, questionnaires and interviews are applied as methods to gain insight in the
potential changes in PEB.
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2. Research aim
The aim of the study is to understand which mechanisms explain the relation between leadership
exemplary PEB and employee’s PEB.

3. Research Questions
The following research questions will be answered:
•

What mechanisms in leadership Pro-Environmental Behaviour affect employee’s proenvironmental behaviour?
The research question aims to look into the leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB
relation and see if mechanisms can be found that can explain this relation. Should these be
found, it could give insight in how the said relation can be operationalized in an effort to
further reduce workspace environmental Impact.

•

To what extent does the effort of the leader to change his/her PEB affect pro-environmental
behaviour in the employees?
This research questions considers the extent the leaders participating can affect employee
PEB. Knowing this will assist in deciding if the relation described previously can make a
significant impact in reducing environmental impact of workspaces.
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4. Study outline
This chapter shows what each chapter of the study is about, and in which order they are presented.
The following structure is maintained:
Chapter Name
Abstract
Executive Summary

Table of Contents
Introduction
Research Aim
Research Questions
Theoretical Framework

Research Methods

Results

Discussion

Conclusion

References
Annex 1
Annex 2
Annex 3
Annex 4
Annex 5
Annex 6
Annex 7

Content
Quick summary focused on the results of the
study
A more extensive summary, showing the overall
setup of the study and the resulting discussion
and conclusion
Introduction to the topic of study
The aim of study is introduced
The research questions to reach the aim are
introduced
The Theoretical underpinning of the study is
presented divided in the following topics:
- Pro-Environmental Behaviour
- The Theory of planned Behaviour
- Leadership Behaviour Mechanisms
The research methods to reach the aim of
study:
- Study overview
- Interviews
- PEB Impact Indicators
- Questionnaire
- Analysis
- Internal Validity
- External Validity
The results of the study are presented. The
results are divided per research question:
- Effects of employee PEB
- The Leadership PEB – employee PEB
relation
A discussion of the presented results combined
with a critical review on how to interpret and
use the results in future research
Conclusion based on the results of study and
the discussion on how the results could be
interpreted
Statistical Results of Indicators Plastic Waste
and Printing Paper Usage
Interview questions used in the study
Interviews with a leader: Professor I
Interviews with a leader: Secretary
Interviews with a leader: Manager
Interviews with a leader: Professor II
Selection criteria for indicators are presented
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5. Theoretical Framework
To develop the conceptual model of this study, two key concepts are researched: Pro-Environmental
Behaviour and Exemplary Leadership Behaviour. Both are needed to reach the aim of study, which is
to understand which mechanisms explain the relation between leadership exemplary PEB and
employee’s PEB. What is meant by Pro-Environmental Behaviour (PEB) in this study is introduced first.
The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), the theory used as theoretical starting point, is introduced.
Next the limitations of the TPB related to workspaces are discussed. An explanation is given about
which leadership theories are applied and how this relates to PEB. The last section concludes and
combines the case made and gives a starting point to how the study is going to approach PEB,
considering the potential limitations of the TPB and the combination made with leadership theory. A
viewpoint is given on how to gather the data required.

5.1. Pro-Environmental Behaviour
Pro-Environmental Behaviour is a concept that can be interpreted in multiple ways. For example,
Young, Davis et al. (2015) approached employee PEB as the attitude towards the environment. This
attitude is the expressed behaviour of an employee. In another example study, Hooi Ting and Chin
Cheng (2017) did not state a clear definition of PEB, but talk about PEB being the responsibility towards
nature and the environment.
To explain what PEB means, this study uses the review done by Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) as
starting point. This review is based on an analysis of the most influential and commonly used analytical
frameworks that try to analyse PEB, and the subsequent factors that have been found to impact PEB.
Examples are demographic factors, external factors and internal factors. Within this study, the choice
was made to use their definition because it is based on various definitions congested into this
formulation. Kollmuss and Agyeman (2002) make use of an applied definition, seeing ‘PEB to mean the
behaviour that consciously seeks to minimize the negative impact of one’s actions on the natural and
built world’ (Kollmuss and Agyeman 2002). The following two examples will be used to further clarify
what PEB is.
Take for example two individuals walking in a nature park. One decides to litter while the other
challenges this behaviour to state that littering is bad for the environment and start cleaning up the
litter. What the latter individual did is showing behaviour that decreases the impact of human
behaviour on the nature park. This behaviour is PEB.
When seeing PEB in a workspace, again two individuals are taken as an example. One leaves its desk
after working and does not switch off the lights in his office. The other individual works in an office
next to the first. After work is finished, he/ she switches the lights off in his/ her own office. Then he/
she sees the remaining light on in the other office and switches this off as well. What the latter
individual showed was behaviour that decreased impact on the environment. In other terms, PEB.
PEB is behaviour impacting the natural and built world. These actions can be seen as negative. For
example, littering in a nature reserve or spilling waste from factories can be seen as negatively
impacting the environment. In this case, a change in behaviour is wanted so future actions preferably
impact the natural and built world in a less negative manner, or ideally may even have a positive
impact. These types of potential behavioural changes lie at the root of this study and arguments why
PEB is one of the main variables of research. When the mechanisms that cause certain behaviour are
known, action can be undertaken to use or change these mechanisms. For example, an individual
13

prefers eating unhealthy food over healthier alternatives. The reasons, or mechanisms for him
preferring these maybe they look more appetising to him and likes the flavours more. To get this
individual to prefer healthier alternatives more quickly, actions can be undertaken to let the healthier
alternatives more appetising and to taste better to the preference of the individual.
Looking at the concept of PEB used, this study looks at individual behaviour causing actions that impact
the environment. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) is used as theoretical starting point. The next
section explains what the TPB is and how it relates to this study.

5.2. The Theory of Planned Behaviour
Section 4.2. is set up in two sections. The first section explains the theoretical base behind the study.
Next its explains the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) together with its potential advantages related
to explaining individual behaviour. Section two links the information of the previous section to PEB
and shows the potential limitations of the TPB. An explanation is given on how this study is tackling
these limitations.

Theoretical base
The study takes its theoretical roots from the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) (Ajzen 1991). Ajzen’s
Theory of Planned Behaviour states that individual behaviour is related to four factors (Figure 1). The
first factor, being the Attitude towards the behaviour, ‘refers to the degree to which a person has a
favourable or unfavourable evaluation or appraisal of the behaviour in question’ (Ajzen 1991). Second
is the subjective norm, which ‘refers to the perceived social pressure to perform or not perform the
behaviour’. Next is Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC), which is ‘the perceived ease or difficulty of
performing the behaviour’. The described factors influence factor four, Intention, which in turn
determines the actual behaviour combined with PBC.

Attitude

Subjective Norm

Intention

Behaviour

Perceived
Behavioural Control
Figure 1: Model of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen 1991).

The TPB theorizes change coming from the mind, thus taking a cognitive approach. It means that all
the steps that are taken in the TPB, happen from the individual’s mind. Behaviour is influenced by
intention and Perceived Behavioural Control, in turn influenced by the Perceived Social Pressure
(subjective norm) and their attitude towards certain behaviour. It all happens within the mind.
For example, if the attitude of an individual towards a particular topic changes, the subjective norm,
Perceived Behavioural Control and intention are influenced as well. To illustrate: A person that is
14

smoking changes his attitude towards being more against smoking. This could change the subjective
norm or Perceived Social Pressure because the person in question could perceive his current
environment being more against the new behaviour. In other terms, the person could perceive others
around him that do smoke are more against this new attitude. Similarly, Perceived Behavioural Control
changes, because the surroundings could be more pro-smoking for example. The perceived ease to
perform a certain behaviour, in this case not smoking, becomes more difficult. This all influences the
intention to act on these factors, resulting in the actual behaviour of an individual.
Perceived Behavioural control can influence Intention, Attitude and the Subjective Norm in similar
fashion. However, instead of functioning solely as a perception of behavioural control on the
individual, Perceived Behavioural Control can also directly influence actual behaviour through the
recourses and opportunities available to an individual (Ajzen 1991). Subjective Norm can influence the
factors Perceived Behavioural Control and Attitude, but not Intention and Behaviour.
Researchers are often very interested in attitude-behaviour relations following the TPB. This is because
an attitude-behaviour relation shows the relation between what one thinks about certain behaviour
doing the actual behaviour itself. It can thus be measured easily and quantitatively tested through for
example a questionnaire.
It is important to note is that researchers found attitude behaviour relations becoming increasingly
unclear with increased complexity and ambiguity of the surroundings (van Koppen and Spaargaren
2017). In other terms, the more factors, dynamics, scales and mechanisms surround a certain attitudebehaviour relation, the less clear the relation becomes. This will be further discussed later in the
chapter.
Recently there has been a lot of debate about the TPB. Researchers reach towards the limits of the
model and question its overall applicability (Shove 2010, Shove, Pantzar et al. 2012). Especially the
decreasing relational strength with increased complexity is a point of debate (van Koppen and
Spaargaren 2017). The next sections give an overview of the potential strengths and weaknesses of
the TPB and how this study plans to approach them.

Advantages of the TPB
An advantage of the TPB is that it opens a way to have a quantifiable unit of measure for behaviour,
namely the intention to act. Correlations have been found that intention to act can be a good predictor
for behavioural change (Parker, Manstead et al. 1995, Goh, Ritchie et al. 2017). The intention to act is
a factor that can be measured relatively easily through methods such as questionnaires.
Secondly, the TPB has been proven its value in former research studies. Take for example the study of
Cordano, Marshall et al. (2009), where they used the TPB to find that managers in small to medium
firms were responsive to attitudes, norms, and pressures from internal stakeholders and that
voluntarily established environmental management programs increased the success of firms’
implementation of energy conservation and recycling practices. Another example is the study from
Rioux (2011), where their results show that young people’s behaviour of collecting used batteries can
be predicted by ethical, affective and cognitive variables
Another positive aspect of the TPB is that it is one of the most commonly referenced and applied
theories in the field of Environmental studies (Nye and Hargreaves 2009). This is a positive aspect
because its large use also means it has been tested and proven to work under various circumstances.
However, when relating the TPB to workspaces, the theory shows theoretical limitations. This will be
discussed in the next section.
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Limitations of the TPB
The TPB reasons that intention to act is a strong predictor of behavioural change (see Figure 1) (Ajzen
1991). Yet an increasing amount of research finds that, although indeed intention to act is often a
strong predictor of behaviour, It does not always predict (pro-environmental) behaviour accurately.
Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) for example found that intention to act did not have any effect on printing
PEB, but did have direct influence on heating PEB. Other research like that of Kollmuss and Agyeman
(2002), Goh, Ritchie et al. (2017), Lee and Moscardo (2005)and Raineri and Paillé (2015) show similar
uncertainties.
Complexity in attitude-behaviour relations
Related to the TPB in workspaces, the theory shows theoretical limitations. As was mentioned in the
explanation of the TPB, an attitude behaviour relation can become increasingly unclear with increased
complexity and ambiguity of the surroundings (van Koppen and Spaargaren 2017). This means that
when an increasing number of external factors can influence the relation under research, the relation
itself becomes unclear and less strong. One could look at it like trying to find a connection with a
wireless internet point. When nothing is in the way, the connection should have the highest chance of
connecting. However, when a wall in placed in between, the signal becomes weaker, lower the
connections strength.
Another example is when a person likes to bike. It is logical to think that when a person finds biking
nice and pleasant, he / she is more likely to go biking, making this relation potentially strong. This thus
relates to higher attitude behaviour relations. Yet when a more complex relation is researched, say the
relation of individual car usage to the effect on city air quality, the attitude behavioural relations score
will be much lower. This relation is more complex because more factors and mechanisms can influence
relation on different scale within different subjects (van Koppen and Spaargaren 2017).
This is significant especially when talking about PEB, where relations between behaviour and attitudes
are very complex (multiple factors on various scales make it complex). This limits the applicability of
the TPB. These findings are supported by Young, Davis et al. (2015), in which they find that attitude
change is not necessarily a result of behavioural change in the workspace.
The current study will try to reduce the risk of finding weak relations by considering a more specific
factor already found to significantly impact PEB in depth. Expanding on the results found by Blok,
Wesselink et al. (2015) and Studynka, Wesselink et al. (2016), they found a relation between exemplary
leadership and PEB. These studies found that the TPB could not completely explain the PEB observed
and added variables to further explain this. The current study tries to look deeper into that particular
relation and increase its clarity so future application of the research may be possible.
Formerly under the factor perceived behavioural control, exemplary leadership support showed to
have an impact on employee PEB in the workplace (Blok, Wesselink et al. 2015). Research done by
Raineri and Paillé (2015) and Graves, Sarkis et al. (2013) support these findings. Due to the high
amount of response (N = 436), their research enables to ask specific questions regarding the found
relation. The current study does explorative research focusing on what the mechanisms are that lie
behind the exemplary leadership PEB – employee PEB relation. It thus partly tackles the limitation
within the TPB of finding weak relations between behaviour and the other factors, by considering a
more specific factor already found to significantly impact PEB.
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The problems of a cognitive approach
As was said previously, the TPB is a theory that takes a cognitive approach to behaviour. It arguments
from an individual and predominantly cognitive perspective. Using this approach, there is less room
for the influence of interaction between individuals and the resulting potential effects groups can have
over individual behaviour (Spaargaren 2011). The TPB does try to include group influence on the
individual through the factor subjective norm. As said in Ajzen (1991), subjective norm is the perceived
social pressure to preform or not perform certain behaviour. Applying this concept to the workspace,
it can for instance refer to the group dynamics present in workspaces. Teamwork is an example of this.
(Ölander and Thøgersen 2014). Yet, subjective norm only considers external pressures limiting or
enabling certain behaviour. It does not consider the effect of the group on the action itself, nor the
dynamics within a group causing different pressures on individual behaviour to coexist. This is
important for PEB, since groups have shown to negotiate and transform continuously, continuously
changing each other’s actions (Hargreaves, Halkier et al. 2011).
Similarly, one can have a relation with structures in our surroundings as well. Examples of such
relations could be texts near printers inviting to print less or more inviting packaging for less wasteful
products. These type of relationships have shown to influence human decision making (Ölander and
Thøgersen 2014). This is also a point which is difficult to include in the TPB (Reckwitz 2002, Shove,
Pantzar et al. 2012). A reason why the TPB has difficulty including such relation is because the TPB
arguments from an individual cognitive perspective. From this perspective, changing the attitudes and
beliefs of one to a topic influences their perceived behavioural control or subjective norm, bringing
change to the intention to change behaviour. Yet when types of behaviour have a distinct relation with
their social or physical surroundings, it becomes difficult to grasp the relation they have with factors
like perceived behavioural control due to its high complexity (Sniehotta, Presseau et al. 2014).
To go beyond these limitations, a choice was made not to start from a cognitive approach, common in
the TPB. Instead, this study approaches the relation the other way around and take a more inductive
approach by looking at what actions are done and then see what kind of behaviour is behind it. This is
a different and more inclusive approach, grasping the complexity of the workplace. The analysis starts
from what can be observed in practice, from which the underlying behavioural patterns can be derived.
Inspiration for this approach lies in Practice Theory (PT) (Shove, Pantzar et al. 2012)
Practice Theory
Many explanations exist that move into what PT is. In research, the term PT is used in various ways.
For example, Nicolini (2012) goes into this topic in his article ‘There is no such thing as a unified Practice
Theory’. To give an idea about what it entails, this study will use van Koppen and Spaargaren (2017)
explanation on PT as starting point. This is because it is very comprehensive, and it bases its
explanations from leading researchers on PT such as Elisabeth Shove, Anthony Giddens, Andreas
Reckwitz, Theodore Schatzki and others. Compared to other theories on behavioural change, ‘PT
acknowledges the influence of the knowledge and the normative beliefs of actors. It also pays attention
to the role of external, structural factors. In doing so, PT tries to find middle ground between a
voluntaristic and a deterministic view on behavioural change. By voluntaristic, It is meant as seeing
free will as a central concept behind behavioural change whereas deterministic views see behavioural
change originate from conditions creating sufficient cause for specific behaviour (van Koppen and
Spaargaren 2017).
Where PT really differs to other theory on behavioural change, is how behaviour takes place. PT sees
behaviour being shaped from social practice, where the TPB reasons from the mind of the individual
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(Studynka, Wesselink et al. 2016, van Koppen and Spaargaren 2017). This way of approaching
behaviour from the actions seen in the environment, is what is used within this study. This study looks
first at the actions that can be observed, which is inspired by PT. The step was made to what kind of
behaviour lies behind these actions, instead of looking from behaviour to actions, like in the TPB. This
choice was made so to partially bypass potential problems arising with the variable Intention to Act,
where uncertainties arise if Intention to Act on behaviour really translates into action. It also enabled
to look and apply actions of leaders in a practical setting so the mechanisms behind their actions can
be observed more clearly.
The approach used is a way in which one first observes the actual actions (or findings) individuals
undertake (or do). Subsequently, the behaviour that lies behind these actions can be interpreted. This
is indeed something quite different than PT, so the point is made that it is not a full application of PT,
rather a use of approach. The current study will not be applying and comparing these theories, nor
put it up as a contesting theory compared to the TPB. It will rather use ways of approaching behaviour
that suit the study best to overcome the limitations of the TPB.
Self-reporting methods
Further uncertainty comes into play when intention to act is measured through self-reporting
methods. Often intention to change is measured through self-reporting measures like a questionnaire
for example. By self-reporting, respondents can show the intention to act on certain behaviour asked
in such questionnaires.
Though correlations have been found that individual behaviour is strongly influenced by the intention
to act on this behaviour, it does not say that the actual behaviour will be expressed and whether this
has a significant effect on improving environmental sustainability in a workspace (Ajzen 1991, Parker,
Manstead et al. 1995, Goh, Ritchie et al. 2017). Research remains scarce on whether or not intention
measured through self-reporting measures does result in behavioural change (Young, Davis et al.
2015).
By using the method described previously of looking at action first and translate this back to behaviour
also tackles the problem of the uncertainty that intention to act will translate to action and behaviour.
The next section goes into the theory behind exemplary leadership behaviour. This is the second
variable under study within this research and another important aspect in reaching the aim of this
study. Exemplary leadership behaviour is considered an independent variable in this study.

5.3. Leadership Behaviour Mechanisms
Section 4.3. moves into the theory behind the second variable of study: Exemplary Leadership
Behaviour. This is an important aspect of the study since it tries to find the mechanisms that explain
the relation between leadership exemplary PEB and employee’s PEB. This section starts by explaining
why this study focuses on the exemplary leadership PEB – employee PEB relation. A set-up is made
that distinguishes how leadership styles theory will further clarify the relation mentioned. Based on
this, a choice was made which leadership theories are applied.
When research tries to find the mechanisms behind the leadership behaviour – PEB relation, it often
shows that there is a positive link between leadership PEB and employee (or citizen) PEB. Research
done by Raineri and Paillé (2015) for example studied the social-psychological mechanisms to engage
in environmental citizenship behaviours. Here a correlation was found that when organizations and
managers support to act more environmentally responsible, citizens are more likely to experience a
sense of responsibility and attachment to corporate environmental goals and values. In research done
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by Robertson and Barling (2013), similar results were found. They found that leadership PEB has played
an important role in the greening of organisations. The results from Studynka, Wesselink et al. (2016)
further support these findings in the context of universities.
Yet at the time of writing the current study, it remains unknown what the mechanisms are that lie
behind this relation. Therefore, this study distinguishes leadership styles that relate to these
mechanisms.
Focusing onto potential leadership styles, transformational and transactional leadership stand out as
the most related to PEB. This is because these leadership styles are the most applied in research related
to environmental behaviour (see for example the research of (Kelloway and Barling 2010, Graves,
Sarkis et al. 2013)) and such leadership styles have been shown to be the most effective and most
widely used in practice (Garcia-Tunon, Cistone et al. 2014, Perko, Kinnunen et al. 2016).
Transactional and transformational leadership styles are to categorize the types of leadership. In doing
so, clarity to which type of leadership was enacted can be increased. Subsequently, it can be
determined what type of actions within this leadership show to affect employee PEB. The following
sections go deeper into what transformational and transactional leadership styles are and how they
relate to PEB.
Transformational leaders involve their employees to identify needed change. Together they create a
vision for change and try to achieve change together with committed members of the organisation
(Yukl 2010). Many researchers find positive relations between the more bottom-up, transformational
leadership and invoking change in organisations. The research of Graves, Sarkis et al. (2013) for
example tested the ‘linkages between transformational leadership on environmental issues,
employee’s autonomous and external motivation to perform PEB, and employee’s PEB. Data from N=
284 employees showed the environmental transformational leadership provided by employees’
managers was associated with increases in employees’ autonomous and external motivation.
Autonomous motivation was, in turn, positively related to PEB’s. Research from Perko, Kinnunen et al.
(2016) show the potential importance of transformational leadership. Their results ‘suggest that,
through the use of a survey among Finnish municipal employees (N = 333), transformational and fair
leadership are interchangeable with respect to positive well-being, while concerning health
impairment, unfair leadership is more detrimental than a lack of transformational leadership’(Perko,
Kinnunen et al. 2016). Other research done by Gaubatz and Ensminger (2017) and Robertson and
Barling (2013) further support these findings.
Transactional leadership ‘involves motivating followers by appealing to their self-interest and
exchange benefits’ (Yukl 2010). Transactional leadership relates more to top-down leadership
approaches, where transformational leadership shows more relations with bottom-up leadership.
Many researchers argue the effectiveness of transactional leadership, even though it is used widely
(Smith, Davies et al. 2011, Martínez-Córcoles and Stephanou 2017).
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5.4. Conceptual Model
To give an overview of all the concepts and variables involved in this study, the following conceptual
model is presented:

Employee
Intention to Act

Leader Actions

Employee ProEnvironmental Behaviour

Employee Actions

Environmental
Impact

Leadership Exemplary ProEnvironmental Behaviour

Figure 2: Conceptual Framework

Leadership Exemplary Pro-Environmental Behaviour is categorized in Transformational and
Transactional Leadership Styles. This behaviour by the leaders is translated into action. These actions
have an impact on the environment as well as the intention to act for employees and employee ProEnvironmental Behaviour. Employee intention to act can translate into behaviour, in this case PEB. PEB
is expressed in actions, like the actions of the leaders. Both the leaders’ and employees’ resulting
actions have an impact on the environment.
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6. Research Methods
For this chapter, a description of how the explorative study took place is described. The case study
area and research methods are introduced. The methods used were questionnaires, interviews and an
indicator analysis. These methods are all described in more detail separately in subsequent chapters.
Next this chapter moves into how the found data was analysed and how the used combine and answer
the research questions. The chapter is closed with a viewpoint on the internal and external validity of
the study setup and its potential results.

6.1. Study overview
To gather the data required, a choice was made to set up an explorative study in which leaders express
exemplary leadership PEB, through which the actions made by these leaders can cause effects on their
employees PEB. The study uses a broad set of methods and data types, so to avoid missing as little
data as possible regarding the aim of study and to further reduce the limitations of the TPB described
previously.
The case area in which the study was placed is at Wageningen University and Research (WUR), a Dutch
university focussing on the various topics related to life; the Life sciences. This university was chosen
for several reasons. First the WUR is the one in which I am currently studying, making direct access to
expert knowledge and potential participants much easier. Secondly, the university is a breeding ground
related to topics of sustainability. Introducing such a project in the relatively short time available was
therefore bound to be more easily accepted than on other locations. Third, the response to the study
was good in a sense that enough individuals wanted to participate. Also, the departments in which
they functioned were a relatively closed environment. This means a relatively low amount of people
on which the leaders could not have influence will enter these departments, potentially decreasing
measurement accuracy. Think for example of students entering and printing before leaving to other
places. On these people, the leaders would have a low influence, decreasing results of their efforts
shown in the results.
The study follows four individuals. These individuals are part of departments at the WUR. They all have
a leadership position in some form. They were functioning as a secretary, a professor or manager
within these departments. The departments in which this study was done are the WUR departments
of Communication, Philosophy and Technology, the department of Environmental Technology and
Facility Management. These departments were chosen so to represent both the Social and Natural
Sciences as well as the managing facilities of the WUR.
During the research phase, these individuals started to express exemplary leadership behaviour, hence
they will be called ‘leaders’ for the remainder of this study. To express exemplary leadership behaviour,
the leaders were asked to work towards two goals: to reduce their own printing paper usage and to
reduce their contribution to plastic waste. Next, they were asked to think of ways to express their
progress to the other employees working at their departments by using themselves as an example.
The exact way as to how each leader was expected to reach the goals set or how to reach other
employees was held open on purpose, so to keep the researcher’s influence on their individual’s
leadership styles as low as possible as well as enabling the leaders to be free in how they tackled the
goals set for them. This approach opened the opportunity to uncover factors within exemplary
leadership behaviour having a potential positive effect on PEB, which was one of the main aims of the
study.
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Figure 3 illustrates how when each method was done compared to each other during the research.
The methods will be described in more detail in the subsequent chapters. The study used semistructured interviews to review the progress of the study, gathered at the beginning and end of the
study. At the end of the study, a questionnaire was send to the employees to determine the visibility
and effectiveness of the actions the leaders undertook. During the study, printing paper usage and
plastic waste data was gathered in two phases, before and during leaders’ action, to see if any
significant change could be found resulting from the actions of the leaders.

Interviews

Interviews
Blanc measurement

Fluct.

Test measurements
Questionnaire

Start study

Start indicator measurement

Start Leaders taking action

End study

Figure 3: Illustration when each method takes places during the study

6.2. Interviews
Each of the departments leaders were interviewed at the start and at the end of the study. The leaders
were asked in a semi-structured interview set-up. This means that questions were initially developed
on which the interviewer bases its starting point of an interview. As the interviews developed, other
questions were asked regarding points of interest that came up during the interviews. The interviews
were focused on trying to find the mechanisms behind the relation between Leadership exemplary
PEB and employee PEB. The interviews conducted with the leaders in the study took around 30 minutes
each. Five questions were developed and used as starting point in the study, which can be found in
Annex 3. How the interview questions were developed is explained below.
Interview development
Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) is the article in which a relation was found between leadership exemplary
PEB and employee PEB. Their results were the inspirational base on which this study started. The whole
concept of looking at this specific link has its base in Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015).
Hargreaves, Halkier et al. (2011) deepened into the topic of PEB as well and applied a methodological
concept that is similar to this study. By using semi-structured interviews, so-called ‘environment
champions’, volunteers under the charity ‘Global Action Plan UK’, were followed while they were
making an audit for their organisations environmental impact. This was done by weighing waste and
taking utility meter readings (Hargreaves, Halkier et al. 2011). This study uses a similar concept, using
leaders to create awareness and potential PEB change in employees of Wageningen university. The
use of a similar concept, together with the use of a semi-structured interview method, lie of the base
of the interviews of this study.
Raineri and Paillé (2015) investigate the social-psychological mechanisms leading individuals to
participate in environmental affairs of a company. The study gives insights in how people potentially
react to environmental initiatives instigated by companies. These potential responses are the first
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indications of action related to certain input on the topic of PEB. They can therefore be used as
knowledge base for the interview questions. Graves, Sarkis et al. (2013) work in a similar direction,
trying to obtain determinants of employee’s PEB by testing the linkages between transformational
leadership on environmental issues and employee’s PEB (Graves, Sarkis et al. 2013). (Tian and
Robertson 2017) also thinks in similar lines as this study, trying to shed light in the predictors if
workspace PEB.

6.3. PEB impact Indicators: Printing Paper Consumption & Plastic Waste
Parallel to the interviews, the printing paper usage and plastic waste were measured and monitored
on all departments in which the leaders work. Printing paper usage and plastic waste were used as
indicators to measure if the stated positive relation between exemplary leadership behaviour and PEB
can be seen to significantly change over time after, causing the printing paper consumption and plastic
waste to potentially reduce. This was the second goal of this study.
The printing paper usage was measured by using the page counter option within WUR printers. Printing
at the WUR goes through a card system. One logs in with a person specific card at a printer in the WUR
after you have send the print assignment. Logging in at a printer works by putting the card on the
registration device attached on the printer. Then the printer unlocks, and print assignments can be
printed for a specific fee. Other options that open up are scanning, colour choice etc. All printers in the
WUR are in the hallways of departments and in halls linked to lecture room, so people have to walk to
the printers and give the order to print at the printers.
The plastic waste was weighed per day on a kitchen scale. This scale could way up a hundredth of a
gram. Waste separation was introduced recently in the Leeuwenborg departments specifically. Before
waste separation, all waste was gathered together and thrown into one singular bin. All waste bins are
in the hall ways of the departments. This means that no one has a waste bin in his or her office
anymore. People have to walk into the hallways to throw away their trash.
both indicators were measured on a daily basis over a 30 days interval. Data was first gathered before
the start of research so to create a baseline, after which a second data collection phase was during the
research with the leaders. These two datasets were compared so to see if potential changes are
significant through a two-sample T-test.

6.4. Questionnaires
At the end of the research phase, A questionnaire was relayed to the employees on which the leaders
have influence. The aim of the questionnaire was to understand which mechanisms explain the relation
between leadership exemplary PEB and employee’s PEB. The concepts lying behind the questionnaire
are explained in this section.
The concept of the leadership questions (question 1, 2, 3 & 4 see Figure 5 to 8) originate from the
Multi-Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ) used by (Avolio, Bass et al. 1999, Antonakis, Avolio et al. 2003).
The MLQ is a tool trying to describe an individual leader’s functionality and effectivity. It has its roots
in the leadership theories of transformational, transactional and no transactional laissez-faire
leadership and is one of the most widespread tools in describing leader functionality and effectivity
(Antonakis, Avolio et al. 2003). Because the questions of the MLQ were so well tested and have
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undergone several revisions, and it was based on theories used within this study, the questionnaire
questions made a solidly tested base to build on within this study.
The MLQ question is divided in six categories, namely (1) Charisma, (2) Intellectual Stimulation, (3)
Individualized Consideration, (4) Contingent Reward, (5) Management by Exception and (6) Passive vs
Avoidant. Charisma concerns questions that aim to test how in this case employees see their leader
and asks questions that measure if this affects them. Intellectual Stimulation concerns how the leader
emits a sense of creativity and the ability to look beyond a problem. Individualized Consideration looks
at the leader’s ability support, teach and coach its employees. Contingent Reward concerns if the
leader recognizes achievement and rewards accordingly. Management by Exception is about the
aspects of leaders that narrows down their focus, for instant on failures only or stress situations.
Passive vs Avoidant measures the leaders negative influence on the employees, like delaying decision
making or not being present at crucial times.
Questions were added and adjusted based on the questions used in the study by (Blok, Wesselink et
al. 2015). These questions looked closer into the PEB of employees in relation to leadership (question
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 see Figures 4 to 9). Again, the goals to which the leader’s members are working will be
the guideline from which questions were selected. Lastly, questions 7, 8 & 9 (Figure 11 to 13) were
added based on information gathered during the interviews. These questions were asked using a Likert
Scale, scaling from Strongly Disagree, Disagree and Somewhat Disagree to Somewhat Agree, Agree and
Strongly Agree. A neutral option was taken out of the questionnaire to avoid ambiguous reasons for
choosing Neutral to be taken into consideration.

6.5. Analysis
The next section goes into how the data resulting from the previously described methodological
approach were analysed. First the interviews are described. The indicators analysis is discussed, from
which the last section goes into the questionnaire analysis.
Interview
The interview data was analysed using an inductive, bottom-up approach. This way, the ideas, concepts
and themes could emerge from the data. The inductive approach works in three stages: identifying the
unit of analysis, making one or two-word summaries, from which a final set of themes can be derived.
These stages are described in more detail below and illustrated by Figure 4 for further clarification.

S1: Identify unit of Analysis

S2: Separate + add code

S2: Separate + add code

S3: Reduce and compress in
themes
Figure 4: Illustration to explain the phases of interview analysis
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For stage one, to identify the unit of analysis, the interview data was divided into useful chunks of data.
These could be words, phrases, sentences or a complete paragraph, but were always linked to the two
research questions: (1) To what extent does the effort of the leader to change his/her PEB affect proenvironmental behaviour in the employees and (2) what mechanisms in leadership Pro-Environmental
Behaviour affect employee’s pro-environmental behaviour? The process continued by putting any
section of interest in a different colour and going through the interviews line by line. If a sentence had
multiple different sections, these were separately coloured as well.
Stage two involves adding a one or two-word summary to each chunk of data gathered in the previous
stage. This summary describes what the meaning of the text it refers to describes. After this process is
done, a list of all the summaries was made. A search was started into which summaries were similar
and which were redundant. The list was made so to reduce the number of summaries used into a more
manageable amount. Through constant comparison, the summaries were checked on continued
consistency within the original data.
The final stage three continues in reducing the number of summaries used and gather them in more
overarching themes. This phase was repeated multiple times, so between five to ten eventual themes
remained. The final themes should reflect the aim of the study and be sensitive to what is in the data.
Indicators
The data of the indicators were analysed using a Two-Sample T-test statistical analysis. This test
determines if two population means are equal. All theory on this type of statistical test can be found
in Ott and Longnecker (2010).
Questionnaire
The questionnaire data was analysed using a Chi-squared Statistical test (Ott and Longnecker 2010).
This test analyses if there is a possible correlation between the answers given on two questions. The
questions that fell under this test were questions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 (Figure 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10). The goal of
the Chi-squared Statistical test were to see if a possible correlation between exemplary leadership
behaviour and PEB found in Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) could be reaffirmed in this study.
Next to the statistical test the results of the questionnaire response was analysed and compared
against the indicator and interview results to see if any relations could be found. This was used to
support these findings.
Combining Methods
The interviews are used to see if any themes of interest stand out that give insight in what mechanisms
lie behind the leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB relation. This is then combined with the
results of the indicator analyses and questionnaire. The indicator analyses and questionnaire are used
to uncover to what extent the effort of the leader to change his/her PEB affected pro-environmental
behaviour in the employees. Combined, the results give insight in the leadership exemplary PEB –
employee PEB relation and show how big of an impact this had on the environment, given the current
research setup.
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6.6. Internal validity
External factors concern the factors that influence data in such a way that accuracy of research results
can be reduced or significant changes in data may be overlooked. External factors can also cause
conclusions based on data that was not valid. To reduce this, a careful measurement period of 5
months was chosen, with the lowest interference possible in the WUR (meaning no long holidays,
reexam periods or other factors potentially altering a ‘normal’ workspace activity in the WUR). This
was the period of March to June 2017. The departments chosen were such that each department had
its own printing machines and waste bins or that these were shared with departments that are also
doing the intervention proposed. These departments were located such that printers had the highest
chance of being used by employees working at the departments only, so that leaders could have an
influence on them. This was done by choosing departments that had a low likelihood of people outside
the departments being there, if only for specific work-related appointments (e.g. departments behind
security checkpoints or on higher building floors).
An indicator system was chosen to test if intention for PEB results in PEB. A discussion on how the
indicators were chosen is given in Annex 7. To test if the changes shown by the indicators are
significant, a dependant variable two sample standard t-test was done (Ott and Longnecker 2010). To
avoid a non-normal distribution and improve test accuracy, a minimum sample size of n = 30 was
maintained (α = 0.05).
To avoid measurement errors, a standard procedure of clear repetitive steps is maintained during
sampling to maintain a similar sampling method, meaning taking measurements at the same time with
regular time intervals by the same person during the whole study. This reduced the chance of
anomalies within the data set.
To avoid sampling group non-representativeness, an effort was made to pick the departments such
that they represented the WUR. This was done by distinguishing two department types. One
department type was based almost solely on office work, while department type two also incorporates
labs and testing facilities within the physical area of research. The method of selection proposed above
should also make sample frame errors as low as possible.
Lastly, to avoid survey selection errors, the survey was to be as short as possible to reduce boundaries
for filling in a survey and promote employee inclusion.

6.7. External validity
External validity concerns to what extent the study can be extrapolated to other situations. In the
context of this study it meant to what extent the results can be extrapolated to other organisations
and results relation to improving PEB in a workspace. Why the WUR has been chosen as case study
and what the methods were chosen to increase external validity are discussed.
The study was done at WUR. The form in which a university functions can in part be seen as a
workspace because employees come here to work and get paid accordingly. From this perspective, the
WUR was a case study area to test the working of PEB in the workspace. The choice of the WUR also
enabled the use of the results of (Blok, Wesselink et al. 2015) as starting point to our research that
leaders of a department can have a positive effect on the intention of employees.
In choosing the departments, randomization was used as a tool to increase external validity. The use
of repetitive sampling and research method replication (using methods of sampling and measuring
also applied by other studies) are examples of implementation that increase external validity.
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7. Results
The aim of this study is to understand which mechanisms explain the relation between leadership
exemplary PEB and employee’s PEB. To reach this aim, the results are divided per research question.
The first section considers the effects of the leaders PEB on the employee’s PEB. It looks to what extent
the effort of the leader to change his/her PEB affect pro-environmental behaviour in the employees.
First the results of the indicator study are discussed. Next the questionnaire results are given and seen
if the relation found previously can be reaffirmed.
Section two moves into the mechanisms behind the leadership – PEB relation. First an overview of
what kind of activities were done by the leaders is given. An interpretation is given as to which type of
leadership these activities can be ordered to, based on the division made in the Theoretical
Framework. The results in this section are based on the analysis of the interviews. Four underlying
themes are maintained. Each theme is introduced separately, from which examples are given in
support of the given result.

7.1. Effects on employees’ PEB
This section shows the results concerning the effect of the effort of the leader to change his/her PEB
affect pro-environmental behaviour in the employees, corresponding to research question two. First
the results of the indicator study are discussed. A two-sample T-test was done on the measurements
to see significant differences between data measured before and after the leaders initiated action.
This was done for both the plastic waste measurements as the printing paper measurements. The
questionnaire results are given and seen if the results of Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) can be reaffirmed
using the current method and sample group size.

Indicator two sample T-test
The indicator study was divided per location. These were the department of Environmental Technology
(ETE), Wageningen University Leeuwenborg building floor 1 and floor 4. They will now be called site 1,
2 and 3. The plastic waste measurements are discussed first followed by the measurements about
printing paper usage.
For plastic waste, A total of N=30 measurements were taken for both the Blanc (before leader’s action)
and Test (after leader’s initiating action) measurements. After taking out one measurement error the
Test ended with N=29. This was due to a miscommunication causing the plastic waste to already be
taken away.
For Printing Paper Usage, the three locations mentioned previously were further divided per printer
and printing option (colour or black & white). It is shown by the number after each location and BL for
black or C for colour. Both Site 2 and Site 3 used two black & white printers. Site 1 used one printer
able to print both black & white and colour. Measurements were taken by similar methods as in plastic
waste. N=30 measurements were gathered for Blanc and Test per printer. After calculation to obtain
the paper usage increase, N=29 remained. One measurement had to be taken out during the Test
measurements due to printing errors on a university scale. This leaves Test with a total of N=28
measurements per printer.
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Plastic Waste Measurements
Table 1 and table 2 show the main results of the two-sample t-test regarding the plastic waste
measurements. The full test results are shown in Annex 1, table 6 & 7.
Table 1: Number of measurements (N), Mean and Standard deviation of the Plastic Waste measurements (gram).

Site 1 blanc
Site 1 test
Site 2 blanc
Site 2 test
Site 3 blanc
Site 3 test

N
30
29
30
29
30
29

Mean (gram)
622.1
652.2
254.4
195.6
318.0
344.9

Std. Deviation (gram)
313.17
260.59
101.54
91.70
174.82
188.16

Table 2: Levene’s Equality of variance (S) and Significance (2-tailed) of the Plastic Waste measurements (P) (α = .05).

S

P ( α = .05)

Site 1

.536

.690

Site 2

.436

.023

Site 3

.585

.572

The results show a significant decrease in Site 2 plastic waste
from an average 254.4 gram to 195.6 gram (P = .023, α = .05). Both Site 1 (P = .690, α = .05) and Site 2
(P = .572, α = .05) show no significant difference in the current sample group and size. Site 1 and Site
2 show an average increase in plastic waste produced during the measuring period.
Printing Paper Usage
Table 3 and table 4 show the main results of the two-sample t-test regarding printing paper usage.
The full test results are shown in Annex 1, table 8 & 9.
Table 3: Number of measurements (N), Mean and Standard Deviation of the Printing Paper Usage measurements (N-Pages)

N

Mean (N- Pages)

Std. Deviation (N-pages)

Site 1BL blanc

29

827.7

2522.60

Site 1BL test

28

1117.8

924.69

Site 1C blanc

29

361.5

403.46

Site 1C test

28

320.9

238.85

Site 2.1BL blanc

29

1322.0

488.21

Site 2.1BL test

28

1339.9

820.95

Site 2.2BL blanc

29

177.2

156.34

Site 2.2BL test

28

156.8

126.36

Site 3.1BL blanc

29

1538.4

632.78

Site 3.1BL test

28

1188.9

753.59

Site 3.2BL blanc

29

1785.8

787.71

Site 3.2BL test

28

1432.1

1006.47

28

Table 4: Levene’s Equality of variance (S) and Significance (2-tailed) of Printing Paper Usage measurements (P) (α = .05).

Site 1BL
Site 1C
Site 2.1
Site 2.1
Site 3.1
Site 3.2

S
.433
.061
.066
.857
.986
.324

P ( α = .05)
.569
.55
.921
.591
.063
.144

From all the sites where measurements were done on Printing Paper Usage, no statistically significant
differences have been found in the current setting with the current sample group and size. Site 1 shows
an average increase for Black and White (Site 1BL) from 827.7 to 1117.8 pages printed, while colour
printing (Site 1C) decreased from 361.5 to 320.9 pages printed. Site 2 shows an average increase for
Black and White at Site 2.1 and a decrease for site 2.2. Site 3 shows the largest decrease on both Black
and White printers, going from average 1538.4 to 1188.9 pages printed in Site 3.1 and from 1785.8 to
1432.1 pages printed in Site 3.2.

Questionnaire
A total of 50 employees were contacted to fill in the questionnaire, originating from the same pool as
in the research of Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015). N=29 employees responded and filled in a complete
survey that could be used for analysis.
Question outcomes
Figure 5 and 6 show the results of questions 1 (I show pro-environmental behaviour when my
boss/head of the department behaves pro-environmentally in the workplace.) and 2 (I show proenvironmental behaviour when my colleagues of the department behave pro-environmentally in the
workplace.).
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Figure 5: I show pro-environmental behaviour when my boss/head of the department behaves pro-environmentally in the
workplace.
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Figure 6: I show pro-environmental behaviour when my colleagues of the department behave pro-environmentally in the
workplace.

When comparing question one and two, the results seem to suggest that people more agree to show
more PEB when their boss or colleagues do this as well. Showing PEB when your boss does show the
least conclusive answer, where the amount of people agreeing is close to the amount of people
disagreeing (16 vs 13 out of 29). 19 vs 10 respondents out of 29 agree that when colleagues show more
PEB, the respondent would do so as well.
Figure 7 and 8 show the results of question 3 (I noticed that my boss changed his/her behaviour in
relation to PEB.) and 4 (I noticed some of my colleagues changed his/ her behave in relation to PEB).
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Figure 7: I noticed that my boss changed his/her behaviour in relation to PEB.
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Figure 8: I noticed some of my colleagues changed his/ her behave in relation to PEB.

In both questions, more respondents disagree with the statement than agree (22 vs 7 out of 29 in
question 3 and 19 vs 10 in question 4). The majority of the respondents thus did not notice changes in
PEB in their boss or colleagues. Looking back at the indicator analysis results, the effect measured only
proved significant in one case. This result might support the potential ineffectiveness of the leader’s
actions to translate their PEB exemplary leadership into PEB in employees.
Figure 9 shows the result of 5 (Seeing my boss/head of department acting (more) pro-environmentally
did affect my own PEB acting).
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Figure 9: Seeing my boss/head of department acting (more) pro-environmentally did affect my own PEB acting.

Similar to the responses given on question three and four, the majority of respondents in question six
disagrees to the statement (24 vs 5 out of 29). Since the majority states not taking notice of any change
in their boss or colleagues PEB, it follows that they did not feel affected by the changes made.
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Figure 10 shows the result of question 6 (It is difficult to reduce the amount of paper I use, because I
prefer reading from paper over reading from electronic devices).
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Figure 10: It is difficult to reduce the amount of paper I use, because I prefer reading from paper over reading from electronic
devices.

Response on question six is mixed. Out of the 29 respondents, 12 disagree with the statement while
17 agree. The majority agrees with the statement. This result is also reported by the leaders during the
interviews, where they stated many arguments that colleagues use to argument the use of paper over
electronic devices. No significant change was seen in printing paper usage during the indicator analysis,
further supporting the observations.
Figure 11 and 12 show the results of question 7 (I feel responsible for the waste I make and try to
waste as little as possible) and 8 (In the past weeks I noticed that my colleagues tried to reduce their
printing paper usage).
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Figure 11: I feel responsible for the waste I make and try to waste as little as possible.
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Q8 - In the past weeks I noticed that my colleagues tried to reduce
their printing paper usage.
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Figure 12; Every respondent agreed with the statement (29 out of 29). The response on this question shows that respondent
feel responsible to very responsible for their waste.

Every respondent agreed with the statement in question seven (29 out of 29). The response on this
question shows that respondent feel responsible to very responsible for their waste. Most respondents
in question eight (26 vs 3 out of 29) did not notice colleagues trying to reduce their printing paper
usage.
Figure 13 shows the result of question 9 (In the past weeks I noticed that my colleagues tried to reduce
their plastic waste).
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Figure 13: In the past weeks I noticed that my colleagues tried to reduce their plastic waste.

The majority (24 vs 5 out of 29) of the respondents disagrees noticing colleagues reducing their plastic
waste. The response shows similarities with the response on question 8 (In the past weeks I noticed
that my colleagues tried to reduce their printing paper usage). These results further support the results
in the indicator analysis.
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Figure 14 shows the result of question 10 (Plastic waste does mostly not come from us as employees,
but from suppliers supplying the department, and I feel I have no influence on that).
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Figure 14: Plastic waste does mostly not come from us as employees, but from suppliers supplying the department, and I feel
I have no influence on that.

The response on this question is mixed. 14 vs 14 out of 28 respondents agrees and disagrees with the
statement. Most of the respondents tended to choose answers closer to the somewhat agree or
disagree over the strongly agree or disagree answers.
Chi-Squared Statistical Analysis
Table 5 shows the results of a Chi-Squared Statistical Analysis are shown. These are the result of a
Pearson correlation between question 6 and questions 1 to 4. This analysis was done to see if the link
between leadership and PEB mentioned in Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) could be reaffirmed.
Table 5: Chi-Squared Analysis Questionnaire results. A Pearson Correlation (ρ) and a 2-tailed significance (P) (α = .05) are
shown between question 6 and question 1 to 4. The Pearson Correlation shows the strength of the relationship between two
variables, being ρ = 1 as the highest achievable.

Q1: I show pro-environmental behaviour when my
boss/head of the department behaves proenvironmentally in the workplace.
Q2: I show pro-environmental behaviour when my
colleagues of the department behave proenvironmentally in the workplace.
Q3: I noticed that my boss changed his/her behaviour in
relation to PEB.
Q4: I noticed some of my colleagues changed his/ her
behave in relation to PEB.

Q6: It is difficult to reduce the
amount of paper I use, because I
prefer reading from paper over
reading from electronic devices.
ρ
P
-.310
.101

-.156

.420

.175

.365

.015

.939
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All the test questions (question one to four) show no significant correlation with question six. So the
relation found in Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) was not reaffirmed within the current test group. Very
low Pearson Correlations were found, ranging from ρ = -.310 to ρ = .015. This indicates a low relational
strength between the compared questions. In other terms, the relations found were not strong and
not statistically significant with the current test group and size.

7.2. The Leadership – PEB relation
The leaders applied a set of activities to bring about change in PEB in themselves. These activities
include waste separation, avoiding printing paper, digitalising archives, reusing coffee cups, raising
environmental self-awareness and participating in university projects about paper and plastic
reduction. Examples showing these activities are:
Interview Section (translated to English when necessary)
‘Hier heb ik dit (IPad) een paar weken geleden voor aangeschaft, het is
de bedoeling dat ik op deze manier geen papier meer gaan gebruiken …
Zekere gadgets trekken de aandacht en kunnen helpen anderen ook dit
soort dingen meer gaan gebruiken. Ik leg dat tot nog toe wel zo uit’ (A
few weeks ago I have bought this (iPad), with the intention that I stop
with printing paper… certain gadgets to attract attention and can help
other to also use similar solutions more. This is how I explain it up till
now).
‘In ieder geval doen wij al een deel van het archief papierloos’ (In any
case, we are already digitalyzing a part of our archives)
‘ik zat te denken en daar hebben we het ook over gehad of we deze
(plastic enveloppen) weg konden laten en naar alternatieven te gaan
zonder plastic’ (I was thinking… ,we talked about this (plastic envelopes),
if we could remove these (bubble plastic envelopes) and search for
alternatives without plastics)
‘Ik heb bijvoorbeeld sinds vorig jaar afvalscheiding geïntroduceerd’ (For
example last year I have introduced waste seperation).
‘So producing waste and processing waste is already being thought off’

Source
Annex 3, Professor IA,
line 7, 8, 18, 19

Annex 4, Secretary A,
line 19
Annex 4, Secretary A,
line 73 – 75

Annex 5, Manager A,
line 5, 6
Annex 6, Professor IIA,
line 45, 46

The focus of the leader’s actions was on increasing (self) awareness ((Annex 4, SecretaryB, line 2, 3)
(Annex 25 ManagerB, line 3) (Annex 6, Professor IIB, line 3)). They tried to increase interest in
employees to the leader’s actions, so to open dialogue and subsequently try to change behaviour
((Annex 3, Professor IA, line 57 - 59) (Annex 5, ManagerA, line 35, 36)). The other method of
communication used was through mail, applied one time (Annex 5, ManagerA, line 36).
The different activities described during the interviews were mostly aimed to work together with the
employees to invoke PEB change. This coincides with a more transformational type of leadership style.
The first example with the iPad exemplifies this, where a tool is used to create interest and open
dialogue about these subjects. The leader supported potential increase in awareness and closely tried
to work with the employees to increase PEB. This in turn was reported to identify needed change and
try to execute this together with the employees; a transformational leadership style. When asked why
the inclusion of the employees was seen as important, leaders answered that it was part of the culture
of the departments and that they did not feel like any other way of approaching the topic of PEB would
have the desired effects.
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The effect of time
What first stood out during the analysis of the interviews was that time may have had a distinct effect
on the potential of successfully changing employee PEB. The following examples were used to clarify:
Interview Section (translated to English when necessary)
‘Er komt van alles tussendoor. Je kan moeilijk zeggen van 'We gaan nu
even kijken' …. daar komen we in gewone werktijden niet aan toe om
verbeteringen toe te passen … Je bent gewoon... Je gaat van het ene
dringende ding naar het andere dringende dus je hebt nauwelijks de tijd
om even na te denken van wat kan ik anders doen. ‘(All kinds of other
things come first. I can hardly say something like ‘we’re going to look into
it now’ … In the usual working hours, I do not have the time …. you go
from one thing right into the next so we barely even got the time to even
think of something else).
‘ik zit bij de green group van lebo. Hebben wij eigenlijk gespitst op die
afvalscheiding want … daar ben ik dus een van de aanstichter van om
dat hier voor elkaar krijgen. ik houd mijn bureau netjes ik scheid mijn
afval. Ik neem het afval mee als ik bijvoorbeeld naar het toilet ga ik kan
het anders netjes weggooien in de gang. Ik scheid zelfs mijn theezakjes
van mijn bekentjes … ‘(I am with a green group at the lebo. We were the
ones to vote for waste seperation because … So I am actually one of the
people that made this come through … I keep my desk clean and separate
my trash. I take my trash with me if I go towards the bathroom for
instance I can throw it away during my walk in the hallway. I even
separate my tea bags from the cups … ).
… ‘but I probably spend around 50 to 60% of my working time in the
office’ …
… ‘indeed for some projects I need to be actively involved but mostly I
have a certain open door policy where people can just walk by and hop
in to ask questions or advise’ …

Source
Annex 4, Secretary B,
line 9 – 14

Annex 5, Manager A,
line 5 - 11

Annex 6, Professor IIA,
line 39
Annex 6, Professor IIA,
line 138- 140

When looking at the first and second example (Secretary B and Manager A), the effect of the amount
of time a leader invests in promoting PEB could be exemplified. It shows that when a leader invests
more time in promoting PEB, potential effects of the actions undertaken could be more effective. She
made multiple statements showing that she felt unable to make time or have time to work on PEB,
because her day to day functions took up all the time she had. She mentioned feeling too busy to focus
one other things than her work, limiting the effort she can make towards improving PEB. She also
mentioned not feeling like she could make a difference. Contrastingly, the fourth example (Manager
A) showed examples of the effort he inputted to improve PEB. He did feel enabled and had time to
invest in promoting PEB. He also mentioned feeling like he had made a difference and did improve
employee PEB. The examples show that when a leader invests more time in promoting PEB, potential
effects of the actions undertaken could be more effective. Thus, this could be a potential mechanism
behind the leadership – PEB relation.
The other two examples (Professor IIA) show a different aspect of time, namely the amount of time a
leader is physically present at employees. The more time a leader invests in being physically around
the employees, the higher the chance is that behaviour becomes noticed. By not being physically near
the employees, the effect of individual effort of leaders to promote PEB could be influenced. For
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example, the leaders mentioned to communicate more easily is person ((Annex 3, Professor IB, line 5
– 25) (Annex 5, ManagerB, line 31 - 34) (Annex 6, Professor IIB, line 130 - 140). ((Annex 3, Professor
IA, line 29 - 33) (Annex 5, ManagerB, line 60 - 64) (Annex 6, Professor IIA, line 60 - 64). They also felt
that topics like printing paper usage and plastic waste were topics that needed to be discussed in an
informal matter, making being physically present important ((Annex 6, Professor IIA, line 60 - 64)
(Annex 3, Professor IB, line 28)).

Creating interest
Another aspect that stood out during the analysis was the capacity of a leader to create interest and
apply influence on topics related to PEB. When a leader was able to create interest, the effects of
increasing PEB in the employees could be increased. The following examples were used to clarify:
Interview Section (translated to English when necessary)
Source
‘Hier heb ik dit een paar weken geleden voor aangeschaft, het is de Annex 3, Professor IA, line
bedoeling dat ik op deze manier geen papier meer gaan gebruiken’ (I 8
have bought this a couple of weeks ago; Through this I try to not use
any paper anymore).
‘op het moment dat ik dit apparaat in handen heb kan ik steeds
elektronisch ook gegevens doorsturen en heeft dat uhh.. Impact’
(When I have this machine in hand I can send much more data around
which can have uhh.. impact).
‘One topic that is discussed at the moment is what to do with your tea
bags for instance?’

Annex 3, Professor IA, line
62

Annex 6, Professor IIB,
line 47, 48

In the first two examples, the leader bought a device (iPad) to reduce his or her own paper usage. At
the same time, he or she showed this way of paper usage reduction to his or her employees. This
created interest from the employees to see why and how this leader tried to reduce his or her paper
usage. It opened discussion and sharing with employees. This method can thus be a means to create
interest. The amount of interest that is generated could affect the overall effectiveness of the action.
Similarly, the leader in the third example opened discussion about various activities surrounding PEB.
Opening discussion on topics related to PEB could also be seen as example of creating interest because
it activates employees to think about the subject and create more awareness, according to the leaders.
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Visibility
The visibility of the problems pointed out by the leader and the visibility of the leader itself is another
finding. If the leader’s visibility is increased, the noticeability of the actions undertaken increases. The
following examples were used to clarify:
Interview Section (translated to English when necessary)
‘…Zijn niet hele duidelijke bronnen van plastic afval’ (… there are no
clear sources of plastic waste).
‘But since you mentioned.... I really actually do not meet colleagues at
the printer, so maybe we are not printing that much. I never actually
see somebody printing something.’
‘Or they linger longer around the coffee machine to take care of their
tea bags. But they don't usually do that when there is nothing
interesting to see or chat about.’

Source
Annex 3, Professor IA, line
71
Annex 6, Professor IIA,
line 116
Annex 6, Professor IIB,
line 51-53

A problem leaders experienced was the visibility of plastic waste and printing paper usage, shown in
the first two examples. Leaders often expressed not to know or see what the origin of the waste was
and whom was responsible (shown in the first two examples). Leaders expressed seeing boundaries
caused by their surroundings, constraining behaviour to act more pro-environmentally. The way the
offices were build up decreased the time leader and employee could see and speak to each other,
decreasing visibility of leader’s action and influence (Annex 5, ManagerA, line 73). It thus means that
the surroundings acted as boundaries that decreased visibility of the leaders’ actions, effects on
employee PEB were decreased.
Plastic waste for example was gathered separately in plastic waste bins in the halls. Since most
employees and leaders work in separate offices, one could often not see individuals throwing away
waste (Annex 5, ManagerA, line 73). Thus, the visibility of from whom the waste originated was
decreased. This decreased visibility was caused by how the department was set up. So, the
surroundings negatively affected how visible the problems opted by the leaders were.
Another found example of stringent surroundings is the giving of laptops to employees as a way to
increase flexible working. It proved difficult to do this because the Dutch tax service sees it as a source
of income for the employee, complicating such actions for employers (Annex 5, ManagerA, line 106,
107).
Printer activity was something that happened quick and automatically. Employees often walk away
from the printer to do other activities if they have to wait long, like getting a coffee. (Annex 6,
Professor IIB, line 52). This could further add to a decreased visibility of the behaviour.
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Importance of current behaviour
How important the employee finds certain behaviour is of influence on the success of PEB action
caused by leaders. The higher the importance of current behaviour over the new PEB, the more difficult
it becomes to change this current behaviour. The following examples were used to clarify:
Interview Section (translated to English when necessary)
‘Het zit zo in de gewoonte van mensen en eigenlijk moet je het dan
vaker zeggen maar dat doe je dan niet want dat is lastig zoals ik al zei’
(As I said, It is such a habit of people and you should then actually say
it more often but that has proven difficult).
‘Some people think it is nicer to read from paper and to be honest... If
you for example have to assess a big chunk of work... Sometimes in
meetings it is awkward if everybody is sitting behind their computers …
it is just more comfortable to create the situation that communicate
better and I sometimes see things better when it is on paper … you
often see more things.’
‘Maar veel dingen zijn ook nog steeds alleen maar op papier te krijgen
of via papier te werken. Wat als mensen handtekening op iets moeten
zetten? dit ga ik scannen maar papier zit er nog altijd tussen’ (But a lot
of things still only work on paper or through the use of paper. What if
people need to sign something for instance? I would scan it but paper
will always bet the intermediate)

Source
Annex 5, Manager B, line
59, 60

Annex 6, Professor IIA,
line 13 - 22

Annex 4, SecretaryA, line
21, 22

‘heeft het geen zin om het allemaal uit te printen het is wel uhh..
Annex 2, Professor IA, line
Het leest makkelijker... Het leest makkelijker en misschien dat het ook 78, 79
wel helpt dat je een stapel hebt dan langzaam kleiner wordt‘ (It is no
use to print it all but uhh… it does read easier… it is easier to read and
it may also help that one could see apile of paper that slowly becomes
smaller)
Leaders expressed to have trouble changing employee behaviour if established behaviour remained
favoured over alternatives, shown in the first two examples. So how much the current behaviour is
favoured over the other behaviour is a factor of influence on how easy it is to change behaviour.
Printing on paper for example was often seen as easier to read. Other positive aspects of using printing
paper was that it is less hurtful for the mind, more practical, less time consuming and physically more
attractive than alternatives, especially when reading longer texts. Sometimes the situation is such that
paper usage also seems a necessity. Example three and four show this. Paper is still needed to sign
official documents. And for some documents reading can be easier from paper.
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8. Discussion
This chapter discusses the results found in this study and gives recommendations on how the results
could be used for future research. The discussion starts by considering the results of the indicator
analysis and questionnaire. A critical viewpoint is given on the representativeness of the results of the
study.
The discussion continues by moving into the results of the interviews. First a small overview is given of
the themes that were gathered from the interviews. A viewpoint is given about why these themes are
important and what can be learned from them related to the aim of the current study.
Next the results are related to the theoretical base the study has taken. Attention is given specifically
to the TPB, PT and the research done by (Blok, Wesselink et al. 2015). During the discussion, options
will be opted on how to use the results of this study for future research. These are summarized in the
end of the discussion in a concluding remark.

8.1. Relational strength
Looking back at the results from Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015), they found the initial exemplary
leadership PEB – employee PEB relationship. Relating this to the results of the current study, the
effectiveness of the said relationship can be questioned. In the current research setup, only one
statistical decrease in plastic waste and printing paper usage could be determined. It could indicate
that the relation is not a strong a potential tool to further decrease the environmental impact of
humans in workspaces as was initially thought (Robertson and Barling 2013, Blok, Wesselink et al.
2015, Tian and Robertson 2017).
Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) did not focus on the intention-behaviour relation and instead focused on
the internal and external factors that could affect PEB. The current questionnaire results do suggest
that awareness and intention to act on PEB is high in the current test group, shown in Figure 11,
question seven (I feel responsible for the waste I make and try to waste as little as possible). Since
definite effects could not be found in the current study and most respondents did not notice change
(Figure 12 & 13), it leads to question if the found relation leading to an increasing intention to act will
translate to behaviour and action.

8.2. Representativeness
There is however the question of how representative the statistical results of the current study are.
Both the indicator analysis and the questionnaire have a small sampling size. So, it can also be
questioned how reliable these results are. The indicators chosen for this study have not been tested
on significance and robustness for example; tested indicators were in short supply. The use of other
indicators may show different results, like for example electricity use or the amount of drinking cups
used. Future research should focus on increasing the amount of scientifically grounded indicators, so
to increase trustworthiness of similar future approaches.
There is also the possibility that the actions the leaders did undertake were ineffective in changing the
PEB to a degree that it could be measured with the current methods. This could mean that the effect
of the actions on PEB are really small or only take effect after longer periods of time. The results of this
study do not give conclusive results to fully answer this question.
When comparing the questionnaire questions one (I show pro-environmental behaviour when my
boss/head of the department behaves pro-environmentally in the workplace) and two (I show pro40

environmental behaviour when my colleagues of the department behave pro-environmentally in the
workplace) in Figure 4 and 5, the respondents state to show more PEB when their colleagues do this
as well than when their boss does this. This could indicate that maybe unofficial leaders and colleagues
have a potential bigger influence over each other than the official leader within the departments had.
Future research should take this into consideration and see if an approach with unofficial leaders and
employee as change agents does yield more significant effects on employee PEB.
The results discussed show that many interpretations can be obtained from them. Therefor, it does
not give a conclusive answer about the extent of effect the actions undertaken have on employee PEB.
It is an indication that the system in which the relation researched functions, is very complex. Many
factors can affect how and in what strength an action of a leader is received by an employee (van
Koppen and Spaargaren 2017). The leaders individual charisma and personal influence for example
could affect the strength of actions undertaken (Perko, Kinnunen et al. 2016). But also factors outside
the influence of the leader can affect the interpretation of the action as well as the degree of effect on
employee behaviour (Graves, Sarkis et al. 2013, Lindsey 2016, Kurucz, Colbert et al. 2017).
To make the statistical results more conclusive, future research should increase sampling size and
measurement time on different locations, so to increase statistical rigidness. The further testing of the
indicators used could also help increase this rigidness. When doing this, future research should give
further clarity on if the found leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB relation can be translated to
action and decreasing environmental impact.

8.3. Interview results
Even though the quantitative results did not show a definite change in employee PEB, they were not
conclusive and overall representativeness can be questioned. Therefore, the results from the interview
are worth considering. They could give further insight in what the leadership exemplary PEB –
employee PEB is. These insights will further help to focus future research about which mechanisms
help the most in bringing change in employee PEB. The following results should therefore be seen as
an exploration into the said relation on which future research can build.

Time
Considering the results of the interviews, four themes were discussed resulting from the analysis of
the interviews. These were time, creating interest, visibility and importance of current behaviour.
When considering time, two different aspects of it could be defined based on the examples. First the
interviews showed that the time a leader invested in promoting PEB had a positive relationship with
how effective potential effects of the actions undertaken could be. This means that, if a leader
promoted PEB more, it increased the chance of effects of these actions on the employees. This could
therefore be a potential mechanism behind the leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB relation.
The research of Hooi Ting and Chin Cheng (2017) for example support this finding. It showed the
importance of guides and lectures to help built and sustain interest, creating an influential visit to ecotourism sites. Time invested is then a definite mechanism to increase the chance of successfully
changing behaviour.
The second aspect that stood out was that the more time a leader invested in being physically around
the employees positively influenced the chance that behaviour was noticed. In other terms, if a leader
invested more time in being present or near their employees, it increased the chance of behaviour
being noticed. Therefor, the time invested being physically present could also be a mechanism behind
the leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB relation.
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Creating interest
The second theme defined was creating interest. The ability of a leader to create interest had a positive
relation with employee PEB. So, the more able a leader was to create interest in his/ her employees,
the higher the chance was that employees would show more PEB. This can also function as a potential
mechanism since it affects the chance employees are interested and will engage with the shown
exemplary behaviour. Earlier research done by Nye and Hargreaves (2009) for example support this
finding. They researched the role of context in shaping the course and outcomes of interventions
aimed at changing environmentally significant behaviour in home and workplace settings. They found
that when the leaders in their study (they called them champions) were able to convince the other
employees and create importance for PEB, the result showed a decreasing impact on the environment.

Visibility
Visibility was another theme defined within the results of the current study. What stood out was that
a leader’s visibility had a positive relation with the noticeability of the actions undertaken increased.
When phrased differently, the more visible the leaders were, the higher the chance was that the
actions were noticed by employees. This could mean two things. First the actual action itself has to be
noticed. This type of visibility is related to the action itself. For example, if a person acts consciously to
reduce its printing paper usage and states this often, visibility will be higher than a person also trying
to reduce its printing paper usage but not stating this. The action could be the same, but the first
person will be more noticeable because attention is asked towards it, increasing visibility. Visibility
created by the individual on his actions could therefore be a mechanism behind the leadership
exemplary PEB – employee PEB relation.
Another potential mechanism affecting the leaders’ visibility were the surroundings. The more
boundaries were apparent in the surroundings, the less visible the problems opted by the leaders
were. Recent studies voice the importance of the surroundings, showing that it can affect the
successful outcome of behavioural interventions. An example of such a study is the research of Ölander
and Thøgersen (2014). They argue that subtle cues within the context of the surroundings can
unconsciously influence human decision-making.

Importance of current behaviour
Lastly, the fourth theme defined was the importance of current behaviour. The higher the importance
of current behaviour was over the new PEB, the more difficult it became to change this current
behaviour. Thus, if the importance of current behaviour can be lowered for example, it can be seen as
a mechanism that can affect the leadership exemplary PEB – employee PEB relation. Other research
supports this finding. The TPB for example also mentions the importance of current behaviour. The
TPB describes it as an attitude towards the new behaviour rather than the importance of current
behaviour (Ajzen 1991). It could also be seen as the current habits or status quo before initiating
behaviour change, as described by research such as Cairns, Newson et al. (2010)
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8.4. Theory
Looking back at the results discussed previously, the following mechanisms could give insight behind
the Exemplary leadership PEB – Employee PEB relation: First the interviews showed that the time a
leader invested in promoting PEB had a positive relationship with how effective potential effects of
the actions undertaken could be. The second mechanism that stood out was that the more time a
leader invested in being physically around the employees positively influenced the chance that
behaviour was noticed. The third mechanism was that the ability of a leader to create interest had a
positive relation with employee PEB. The fourth mechanism that stood out was that a leader’s visibility
had a positive relation with the noticeability of the actions undertaken increased. The fifth mechanism
found was that the more boundaries were apparent in the surroundings, the less visible the problems
opted by the leaders were. Lastly, the sixth mechanism was that the higher the importance of current
behaviour was over the new PEB, the more difficult it became to change this current behaviour.

The Theory of Planned Behaviour
Relating the found mechanisms to the TPB, some of the mechanisms could be theoretically translated
into that model. One could state for instance that the importance of current behaviour is a mechanism
that can be incorporated within for example the attitude towards the behaviour. Attitude is the degree
to which a person (the employee) has a favourable or unfavourable evaluation or appraisal of the
behaviour in question (Ajzen 1991). If current behaviour is better or more important than more PEB,
the difficulty of changing the behaviour is increased.
Similarly, other mechanisms like the described aspects of time or the visibility of the problems could
be placed under Subjective Norm (SM). Subjective Norm describes the perceived social pressure to
(not) perform certain behaviour. Not being able to see the problem could be a factor decreasing
pressure to perform the behaviour.
However, there are some critical questions worth mentioning when considering this approach. The
TPB shows decreasingly strong attitude-behaviour relations when complexity of the system is
increased. It was described previously that the current system is very complex because many factors
can affect how and in what strength an action of a leader is received by an employee (van Koppen and
Spaargaren 2017). This would make it harder to continually find attitude-behaviour relations resulting
to the actions described in this study. Therefore, the practical applicability of the TPB in the current
research setup can be questioned. Also, the found mechanisms in this study are likely not to be the
only mechanisms affecting PEB. This will only add to further increase the complexity behind the found
relation.
The TPB is also a theory about individual behaviour, which in this case was the behaviour of the
employee. PEB is not necessarily a behaviour that is expressed by the single individual alone (Shove
and Pantzar 2005, Robertson and Barling 2013, Young, Davis et al. 2015, Tian and Robertson 2017).
Aspects like boundaries caused by surroundings are not easily incorporated in the TPB. The
surroundings did show to have importance on the effectiveness of the leaders’ actions. The physical
surroundings, how the offices were set up for example, is a good example of this. But also, the potential
effect other individuals have on each other is also part of this effect. Leaders did express seeing
boundaries affecting the overall effectiveness of their actions.
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Practice Theory
This study chose the approach of looking at actions first, originating from certain behaviour instead of
looking at the intention to act leading to behaviour. This idea originated from PT. The approach taken
did open a more dynamic approach to behaviour instead of to using only the TPB.
It may prove insightful to further apply PT in future studies on the relation between exemplary
leadership PEB and employee PEB. Maintaining the action based orientation can be useful for example,
since it brings behaviour closer to expressed action and the related impact on the environment. It thus
moves away from the concept of intention to act leading to behaviour. This could result in more
certainty if behaviour translates from intention to act to actions because they are observed in the field.
Another interesting point to state about PT is that it the increased dynamics of incorporating PT is that
aspects like boundaries of the surroundings, group effects and effects of individuals on groups were
easier to include in the study. This opened a way of further tackling the complexity that is associated
with PEB relations.
Yet the point remains that the TPB is about individual behaviour. It lies within the core of the TPB to
not include such aspects and look specifically at the individual’s behaviour. The results of the study do
suggest that group dynamics and the surrounding affected employee PEB. So, should the effects of
group dynamics and the surroundings proof large, applying PT as a theoretical base may be a more
wanted approach in the future.

8.5. Future research
Overall, it can be concluded that the results of the current study are inconclusive. It remains possible
that the relation found by Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015) is present. It could have a positive effect on
reducing environmental impact in workspaces. The mechanisms found in the explorative study are a
step towards clarifying what makes up this relation. Future research can expand on this by studying if
changes in the found mechanisms result in changes to environmental impact in the workspace.
The indicator analysis and questionnaire results do suggest however that a very critical standpoint is
wanted in future research. Only one decrease in plastic waste was measured and most respondents to
the questionnaire show not to notice change in their leaders or colleagues towards more PEB. It will
be interesting to see if the results found hold under different settings by increasing sampling size and
measurement time, and consider the possibility of applying different indicators as well.
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9. Conclusion
This study aimed to uncover the mechanisms explaining the relation between Leadership ProEnvironmental Behaviour (PEB) and employee PEB. It considered how the extent the effort of the
leader to change his/her PEB affected pro-environmental behaviour in the employees.
Looking at the indicator analysis results, only one site out of three showed a statistically significant
decrease in plastic waste observed. The other two sites did not show if the actions done by the leaders
impacted the plastic waste and printing paper usage. Reasons for this could be a small sampling size,
use of unclear indicators, the potential impact being too small or the impact happening over a longer
time measured in this study. It remains to see if the indicator results hold in future research.
Within the questionnaire results, most of the respondents did not notice changes in PEB in leaders and
colleagues. Awareness on the problems of plastic waste and printing paper usage was high in the
current test group. This leads to questions if the found relation in Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015)
translates into action and actual behaviour.
Even though the quantitative results did not show a definite change in employee PEB, they were not
conclusive and overall representativeness can be questioned. Therefore, the results from the interview
were worth considering. They could give further insight in what the mechanisms behind the leadership
exemplary PEB – employee PEB are.
From the interview results, four themes could be defined from which six mechanisms were
determined. First the interviews showed that the time a leader invested in promoting PEB had a
positive relationship with how effective potential effects of the actions undertaken could be. So, if a
leader promoted PEB more, it increased the chance of effects of these actions on the employees. The
second mechanism that stood out was that the more time a leader invested in being physically around
the employees positively influenced the chance that behaviour was noticed. In other terms, if a leader
invested more time in being present or near their employees, it increased the chance of behaviour
being noticed. Third was that the ability of a leader to create interest had a positive relation with
employee PEB. So, the more able a leader was to create interest in his/ her employees, the higher the
chance was that employees would show more PEB. The fourth that stood out was that a leader’s
visibility had a positive relation with the noticeability of the actions undertaken increased. When
phrased differently, the more visible the leaders were, the higher the chance was that the actions were
noticed by employees. The fifth mechanism found was that the more boundaries were apparent in the
surroundings, the less visible the problems opted by the leaders were. Lastly, the sixth mechanism
was that the higher the importance of current behaviour was over the new PEB, the more difficult it
became to change this current behaviour.
Relating the found mechanisms to the TPB, some of the mechanisms could be theoretically translated
into that model. Yet the practical applicability of the TPB in the current research setup can be
questioned. The results of the current study showed that the relation found was within a complex
system. The more complex a system is, the less strong an attitude-behaviour relation becomes. It thus
remains questionable if the TPB is the most applicable theory to be used as theoretical base.
The TPB is about individual behaviour. It lies within the core of the TPB to not include such aspects and
look specifically at the individual’s behaviour. The results of the study do suggest that group dynamics
and the surrounding affected employee PEB. Therefore, the practical applicability of the TPB in the
current research setup can be questioned.
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The method of looking at actions and translating this back to behaviour was an insightful approach and
originated from PT. It showed a degree of dynamics that could be utilized in future complex
behavioural relations and opened other aspects for inclusion such as surrounding factors and group
dynamics. It also showed potential in seeing if found attitude-behaviour relations really move beyond
an increase in intention to act and translate into action.
It may prove insightful to further apply PT in future studies on the relation between exemplary
leadership PEB and employee PEB. The results of the study do suggest that group dynamics and the
surrounding affected employee PEB. So, seeing the higher applicability of such factor in PT, applying
PT as a theoretical base may be a more wanted approach in the future.
Future research should see the results of this explorative study as a first step uncovering the leadership
exemplary PEB – employee PEB. The mechanisms found show promise and should be further
researched. This can be done by changing the mechanisms and look for potential changes in PEB. The
statistical results will increase in rigidness with larger testing groups, more locations applied and
measured over a longer time period.
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Annex 1: Statistical Results of Indicators Plastic Waste and Printing
Paper Usage
Table 6: N, Mean, Standard Deviation and Standard Error Mean of indicator Plastic Waste

Site 1 blanc
Site 1 test
Site 2 blanc
Site 2 test
Site 3 blanc
Site 3 test

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

30

622.1

313.17

57.18

29

652.2

260.59

48.39

30

254.4

101.54

18.54

29

195.6

91.70

17.03

30

318.0

174.82

31.92

29

344.9

188.16

34.94

Table 7: Statistical Analysis of indicator Plastic Waste

F

P

T

df

Sign. (2t)

Mean dif

Std. Err. diff 95 % int.

95% int.

dif. L.

dif. U

Site 1

.388

.536 -.401

57

.690

-30.11

75.14

180.57

120.36

Site 2

.617

.436 2.335

57

.023

58.88

25.22

8.39

109.38

Site 3

.302

.585 .568

57

.572

26.86

47.26

121.51

67.78

Table 8: N, Mean, Standard Deviation and Standard Error Mean of indicator Printing Paper Usage

Site 1BL blanc
Site 1BL test
Site 1C blanc
Site 1C test
Site 2.1BL blanc
Site 2.1BL test
Site 2.2BL blanc
Site 2.2BL test
Site 3.1BL blanc
Site 3.1BL test
Site 3.2BL blanc
Site 3.2BL test

N

Mean

Std. Deviation

29
28
29
28
29
28
29
28
29
28
29
28

827.7
1117.8
361.5
320.9
1322.0
1339.9
177.21
156.8
1538.4
1188.9
1785.8
1432.1

2522.60
924.69
403.46
238.85
488.21
820.95
156.34
126.36
632.78
753.59
787.71
1006.47

Std. Error
Mean
468.44
174.75
74.92
45.14
90.66
155.14
29.03
23.88
117.50
142.42
146.27
190.20

Table 9: Statistical Analysis of indicator Printing Paper Usage

Site 1BL
Site 1C
Site 2.1
Site 2.1
Site 3.1
Site 3.2

F

P

T

df

.625
3.661
3.507
.033
.000
.989

.433
.061
.066
.857
.986
.324

-.572
.461
-.100
.541
1.899
1.480

55
55
55
55
55
55

Sign. (2t)

Mean dif

Std. Err. 95 % int.

95% int.

.569
.647
.921
.591
.063
.144

-290.06
40.66
-17.16
20.42
349.59
353.68

diff
506.830
88.22
178.16
37.73
184.06
238.92

dif. U
725.65
217.46
399.23
96.04
718.46
832.49

dif. L.
-1305.77
-136.14
-374.87
-55.20
-19.28
-125.12

Annex 2: Interview Questions
The following interview questions were developed:
Q1: What kind of action could you undertake to reduce your own plastic waste and printing paper
consumption? How do you plan to do these actions? Based mainly on the ideas from Hargreaves,
Halkier et al. (2011), Raineri and Paillé (2015) and Graves, Sarkis et al. (2013), this question tries to
decipher how a leader acts as to reduce his or her own plastic waste/ printing paper usage. Of interest
is how they communicate this to their employees? Knowing what a leader does is a base to knowing
what in his or her actions may affect PEB.
Q2: How do you plan to reach your employees, that they take note of you trying to reduce plastic waste
and printing paper consumption? What do you expect the effect of your actions will be? Answering
this question gives insight in which factors in leadership may affect PEB. Contrasting to Q1, this
question looks from a more communicative perspective, so more factors may be uncovered. This
question leans on the concepts studied by Hargreaves, Halkier et al. (2011) described previously.
Q3: Did anything stand out in the department the past weeks that influences how people do their daily
activities? What are the reasons people print at the department? What are the main sources of plastic
waste? This question focuses on what a researcher did not anticipate or perceive for this study.
Potential new insights can be uncovered that may bring about factors that constrain or promote PEB
Blok, Wesselink et al. (2015).
Q4: From your function within the chair group, what kind of influence can you have on the
department? Knowing how a leader perceives their own potential influence on their employees can
shed light on the success of their change in behaviour on the employees PEB (Tian and Robertson
2017).
Q5: How many courses are given in the current testing period? This in relation to what is printed like
course guide etc.? The amount of course given form a department can affect how many students are
in the respecting departments. This can influence the amount of waste and printing paper used at the
departments. Knowing this can influence results, monitoring how many courses are given can proof
insightful in interpreting the results (Tian and Robertson 2017).
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Annex 3: Interviews Professor I
Job:
Duration:
Date:

Professor IA (Wageningen University and Research)
0:14:36
24-04-2017

Interviewer:

1 Als eerste vraag heb ik: ik heb ze in het Engels ' what kind of action could you
2 undertake to reduce your old plastic waste and printing paper consumption'.
3 Dus schoon heel simpel: Wat denk jij dat jij kan doen om dat hier op de
4 werkvloer te verminderen?

Respondent:

5 Oké ik mag wel in het Nederlands antwoorden toch?

Interviewer:

6 jazeker

Respondent:

7 Hier heb ik dit een paar weken geleden voor aangeschaft, het is de bedoeling
8 dat ik op deze manier geen papier meer gaan gebruiken. Dus geen papers
9 meer uitprinten, aangezien ik mijn commentaar altijd kan terugkijken op mijn
10 iPad. En dat zie uhhmm zie ik eigenlijk wel steeds meer gebeuren.

Interviewer:

11 Dus je print eigenlijk steeds minder? Of eigenlijk niet meer?

Respondent:

12 Dat is de bedoeling. Ik ga ... even kijken ... Of dat voldoende... Ja de
13 afgelopen 2 weken er goed mee bezig was maar dat heeft ermee te maken
14 dat ik er ook vrolijk mee heb zitten spelen. Dus nu lukt het wel, maar hoe dat
15 verder gaat …

Interviewer:

16 Ja. Maar het bevalt in eerste instantie dus wel?

Respondent:

17 Dat is natuurlijk ook iets wat mensen overigens de aandacht voor geven.
18 Zekere gadgets trekken de aandacht en kunnen helpen anderen ook dit soort
19 dingen meer gaan gebruiken. Ik leg dat tot nog toe wel zo uit

Interviewer:

20 Oké. Dus mensen om je heen merken het dus wel op? Dat is wel oké?

Respondent:

21 Nou ja. Of die zeggen ineens van 'Hey wat heb jij nu ineens'? En dan zeg ik
22 van ' nou... dit gebruik ik om minder te hoeven printen' .
23 Dus dat gebeurt sowieso al.

Interviewer:

24 Oké. Praat je dan daar vaak ook even over door?

Respondent:

25 Ja. Dus dat is een ding. ehhhh.... Wat zou ik nog meer kunnen doen? uhm...
26 Ik denk dat ik op zich eigenlijk wel zou kunnen proberen om deze beker te
27 gebruiken. Heb ik pas weer uit de kast gehaald en in plaats van bekertjes te
28 pakken uhm... Dat uhhh... zou ik in ieder geval even kunnen doen. Het komt
29 er nu niet heel erg van. En uhhh... Wat betreft plastic verminderen weet ik
30 niet precies wat ik daar nog verder voor zou kunnen doen. Als je dan een
31 zakje hebt is het al gauw weer een oud brood zakje dus of dat nu zo erg is.
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Interviewer:

32 ja. Zie je ook een beetje patronen op de eigen gang hoe mensen hier een
33 beetje omgaan op deze onderwerpen? Dus printen die heel veel of gaat mijn
34 meer van dit soort iPads gebruiken, wordt er heel veel gebruik gemaakt van
35 plastic bekertjes... Heeft u een beetje een idee?

Respondent:

36 Ik denk dat de meeste mensen hun tekst gewoon printen. Op het moment
37 dat je heel veel lezen valt er ook wel wat voor te zeggen. Het is dat ik nu een
38 groot scherm heb maar vaak als je een iPad gebruikt is het klein of op een te
39 klein scherm en is het lastig te lezen dus zal het gebruik van papier niet zo
40 heel erg makkelijk zijn te verminderen. En dan bekertjes, veel mensen
41 hebben een eigen beker dus weet ik niet zeker hoeveel daarin te
42 verminderen is.

Interviewer:

43 U zegt dat het niet zo makkelijk is om minder te gaan printen?

Respondent:

44 Van papier lezen wordt vaak gezien als fijner. Vroeger had ik gewoon een
45 ouderwetse kleine iPad dat vond ik zelf op een blad kleiner dan een a4tje
46 niet erg fijn om te lezen. Computerscherm aflezen maakt mij eigenlijk niet
47 zoveel uit Maar ik kan mij voorstellen dat anderen anders over denken
48 bijvoorbeeld als je lange papers moet lezen of lange mails denk ik dat je het
49 liefste het wel zou willen uitprinten. Ik heb het ook gedaan hoor, als ik heel
50 veel dingen achter elkaar moet lezen denk ik nog wel snel van 'Ik ga het even
51 printen'.

Interviewer:

52 ja, oké. uhmmmm... Heeft u enig idee of al nagedacht over hoe uw collega's
53 een beetje kunt bereiken waarmee u op dit moment zelf mee bezig bent?

Respondent:

54 Met deze activiteiten?

Interviewer:

55 ja bijvoorbeeld

Respondent:

56 Het is in zekere zin makkelijk maar ik denk dat het in zekere zin erg moeilijk is
57 om mensen te bereiken en uhhh... Zit te vertellen dat ik minder print op
58 mezelf maar op het moment dat ik dit apparaat in handen heb kan ik steeds
59 elektronisch ook gegevens doorsturen en heeft dat uhh.. Impact.

Interviewer:

60 Ja duidelijk. Heeft u enig idee wat voor een effect deze acties gaan hebben?

Respondent:

61 Dit is dan wel geredeneerd vanuit mijn eigen overtuigingskracht maar ....
62 haah... Ik heb dan ook wel weer eens iets heel specifieks; stel je voor dat de
63 mensen niet de beschikking krijgen over de gadgets; ik denk dat de
64 mentaliteit op de afdeling toch iets behoudender is. uhhh... Wat dat betreft
65 zou ik het opmerkelijk vinden als je aan het eind van dit onderzoek echt
66 verschil gaat meten of merken.
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Interviewer:

67 Ik ben ook heel nieuwsgierig. Is er iets dat al opgevallen is? Als je gewoon
68 kijkt naar de dagelijkse activiteiten gericht naar deze twee onderwerpen;
69 daarmee bedoel ik dus zijn er nog hele sterke redenen waarom mensen
70 printen uhhh... of wat zijn de belangrijkste bronnen voor plastic afval.

Respondent:

71 Zijn niet hele duidelijke bronnen van plastic afval. Het is niet zoiets als
72 papieren bekertjes ofzo. Heb ik eigenlijk niet zoveel over te melden en of er
73 veranderingen zijn op het gebied van printen weet ik eigenlijk niet.

Interviewer:

74 Nee maar ik hoor je bijvoorbeeld al wel zeggen dat als je hele lange stukken
75 moet lezen … dat er dan wel veel meer geprint wordt.

Respondent:

76 Nou niet zo zeer lange stukken maar als je 50 papers moet beoordelen dan
77 heeft het geen zin om het allemaal uit te printen het is wel uhh..
78 Het leest makkelijker... Het leest makkelijker en misschien dat het ook wel
79 helpt dat je een stapel hebt dan langzaam kleiner wordt.

Interviewer:

80 ahhh psychisch?

Respondent:

81 Ja inderdaad dat je dat ziet dat is inderdaad puur gewoon de activiteit die je
82 dan gewoon weer weg kan leggen als je hebt afgerond. Tenminste zo zou het
83 bij mij wel werken.

Interviewer:

84 Ja precies. Maar dat loopt dan wel redelijk met hoe er hier les gegeven
85 wordt? Voorbeeld met wat men aan het doen is.

Respondent:

86 Ja omdat uhhh... Het schrijven van papers is wel iets wat vaak voorkomt bij
87 les.

Interviewer:

88 Vanuit uw functie geredeneerd: Heeft u enig idee hoeveel invloed heeft op
89 uw afdeling of wat u denkt dat u voor invloed heeft?

Respondent:

90 Bij dit soort zaken?

Interviewer:

91 Ja maar ook in het algemeen. Meer hoe ziet u uzelf eigenlijk in de afdeling?

Respondent:

92 uhhh... Ja lastig... Nou ik sta denk ik wel vrij centraal en ben een soort
93 bindende schakel die leiding geeft en ook een hoop doet.

Interviewer:

94 Ik vind het dan wel interessant om te weten wat U bedoelt met een
95 bindende Schakel?
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Respondent:

96 Nou ja dat is misschien een beetje mijn insteek van leiderschap waarin ik
97 mensen gezamenlijk met dingen aan de slag laten gaan. Het ligt ook wel een
98 beetje in de grondslag van de afdeling; vroeger waren dit twee afdelingen
99 die later samen gekomen zijn waarop ik uiteindelijk van beiden het hoofd
100 ben geworden. samenwerking is dus wel een goede sleutel geweest binnen
101 onze afdeling. Daar zit allemaal geschiedenis achter, dus het is wel een
102 belangrijke doelstelling.

Interviewer:

103 Ja daar heeft hij veel in samengewerkt om daar meer naartoe te gaan.

Respondent:

104 Ja

Interviewer:

105 Ik zie dan ook meer een rol waarbij u een beetje meer op afstand blijft of
106 bent u echt in die activiteiten bezig.

Respondent:

107 Ik ben Manueel zelf vrij actief. Ik ben wel een actief iemand.

Interviewer:

108 Dan nog een algemeen vraagje bijvoorbeeld als we naar deze periode kijken
109 ik de enige hoeveel vakken en worden gegeven.

Respondent:

110 Traditioneel gezien zijn p5-6 drukke periodes. p5 zijn wat vakken
111 weggegaan. dus dat is wel iets minder geworden nu...
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Job:
Duration:
Date:

Professor IB (Wageningen University and Research)
0:08:11
22-06-2017

Interviewer:

1 Hoe is het gegaan?

Respondent:

2 Ik heb niet heel veel specifieke dingen ondernomen. Er zijn een paar dingen
3 die je kan melden ik ben erg sceptisch ten aanzien van of het een effect gaat
4 hebben. Zoals we in de vorige keer hebben geconstateerd had ik net een
5 tablet gekocht. Daarmee heb ik dus bijna geen printwerk meer. Als ik naar
6 mijn eigen bureau kijk ziet het er nou niet papier loos uit maar wel heel leeg.
7 Slechts oude stukken liggen er nog. Dit voorbeeld heb ik proberen naar buiten
8 te communiceren. Heb het niet nagelaten om het te melden steeds. Op deze
9 manier heb ik veel papier zelf uitgespaard. Wat betreft afvalscheiding ben ik
10 wel wat opgeruimder gaan functioneren en ik heb een keer een medewerker
11 aangesproken op zijn gedrag dat hij een behoorlijke rommel had gemaakt en
12 op een stapel in zijn kamer gooide. Dit is het.

Interviewer:

13 Als je het specifieker bekijken wat zijn dan de manier waarop je dit gedaan
14 hebt? Daarmee doel ik op de manier van communiceren.

Respondent:

15 Ik heb het niet voor formeel gedaan eigenlijk alleen maar informeel. Eigenlijk
16 heb ik vaak bij geringe gezeten en het gewoon rustig gemeld zonder uh..
17 verdere bijvoegingen.

Interviewer:

18 Zijn er nog dingen opgevallen?

Respondent:

19 Afgezien van die ene medewerker zijn mij eigenlijk geen dingen opgevallen.
20 Die heb ik aangesproken omdat diegene het vervelend vond dat er geen
21 afvalbakken meer op de kantoren zelf stonden waardoor ik hem er op
22 duidde dat zijn gedrag ook een effect op de mensen om hem heen. Het is
23 voor anderen niet prettig als er een stapel ligt met papier en spullen steeds
24 blijven liggen.

Interviewer

25 Vanuit je functie geredeneerd, zijn er nog dingen voorgekomen die juist
26 mogelijkheden schepten of belemmeringen om plastic en papier gebruik te
27 verminderen?

Respondent:

Interviewer:

28 Het blijft toch wel bij de informele sturing als je dat direct tegen hun staat te
29 zeggen van het moet zus of zo denk ik dat dit minder effectief is.
30 Bijvoorbeeld stel dat mensen ergens gaan kijken en daar opmerkingen bij te
31 schrijven vind ik het niet nodig om daarbij te vragen van 'hey kun je dat op
32 de computer misschien gaan doen'. Ik weet hoe vermoeiend het is om echte
33 dingen op het scherm steeds te gaan lezen.

Respondent:

34 Verder nog op of aanmerkingen geweest?
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Annex 4: Interviews Secretary
Job:
Duration:
Date:

SecretaryA (Wageningen University and Research)
0:29:24
24-04-2017

Interviewer:

1 Zijn er nog onduidelijkheden wat betreft wat je moet doen en dergelijke?

Respondent:

2 Nee volgens mij niet; t is wel duidelijk. 't idee is dat ik als leidinggevende een
3 voorbeeldfunctie daarin inneem het bezuinigen van papier en plastic en dat
4 de rest daar dan in meegaat.

Interviewer:

5 Dat klopt. Doel is wat de factoren zijn binnen leiderschap dit tot gevolg
6 hebben naast het kijken of er daadwerkelijk een vermindering tot gevolg is.

Respondent:

7 Helaas geef ik maar aan een paar mensen leiding.

Interviewer:

8 Dat is geen probleem. Naast dat we grote groepen willen bereiken leek het
9 mij ook interessant om leiderschap te bekijken vanuit verschillende niveaus.
10 Dus een beetje vanuit de mensen die onder de mensen zijn en vanuit het
11 klassieke beeld van leiderschap de mensen die bovenop leidinggeven
12 officieel leidinggeven.

Respondent:

13 Ik denk dat dat wel moeilijk te meten is want zover ik begrijp mailtje vier
14 personen waarbij we een effect willen hebben op de hele groep. Ik betwijfel
15 of dit een effect zal hebben, maar we zullen zien.

Interviewer

16 Ik ben daar zelf ook heel nieuwsgierig naar; het is namelijk nog nooit
17 aangetoond of het echt zo is wat wij hier proberen uit te zoeken. Ik ga dus
18 eigenlijk heel simpel alleen maar kijken of het zo is. Ben heel kritisch.

Respondent:

19 Erg lastig. In ieder geval doen wij al een deel van het archief papierloos. Heel
20 veel dingen krijg ik gewoon al digitaal aangeleverd. Maar veel dingen zijn ook
21 nog steeds alleen maar op papier te krijgen of via papier te werken. Wat als
22 mensen handtekening op iets moeten zetten? dit ga ik scannen maar papier
23 zit er nog altijd tussen.

Interviewer:

24 Ik hoorde ook dat er al andere opties gebruikt worden bijvoorbeeld een
25 tablet met vergaderen.

Respondent:

26 Maar dan moet iedereen inderdaad een tablet erbij hebben. Die zijn er
27 eigenlijk niet die hebben we niet. deze zijn best wel duur.

Interviewer

28 Naast duur zijn er ook nog andere redenen waarom mensen het niet fijn
29 vinden om op zoiets te werken? Voorbeeld dat ze het misschien fijner
30 vinden?
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Respondent:

31 We hebben hier een behoorlijk aantal 50 plussers; dit zal ook wel een effect
32 hebben op het papier gebruiken. Krijgt dan op die leeftijd bijvoorbeeld best
33 wel wat problemen beeldscherm het gebruik van een bril; ik heb er ook een;
34 vanaf het beeld lezen is toch nog gewoon niet zo lekker als vanaf papier
35 lezen. Als er hier veel gelezen moet worden gaan we toch met zn allen
36 printen. Het is natuurlijk niet zo dat je mailbox print... Als je echt stuken
37 moet lezen dat print ik dan wel weer. Anders krijg je problemen met je ogen;
40 dat is ook een afweging.

Interviewer:

41 Natuurlijk. Dan nu mijn eerste vraag: Wat zou u zelf kunnen doen om met
42 papier en plastic te gaan verminderen; als individu? Dan hebben we t gehad
43 over tablets maar ligt dat nu echt binnen je eigen bereik? Zou je dat willen
44 doen of kunnen doen?

Respondent:

45 Ik zou het kunnen voorstellen. Ik zit per slot van rekening in het management
46 team. Maar ja....

Interviewer:

47 Hoe realistisch schatje u dat zelf in?

Respondent:

48 Ik weet niet of ik het zelf wel zo fijn zou vinden. Ik notuleer ook het liefst op
49 papier. Ik heb het wel geprobeerd met de laptop... Is ook niet alleen maar
50 met een laptop op schoot! Gewoon omdat je dat prettig vindt want het
51 schrijven is fijner dan het typen.

Interviewer:

52 Het lijkt mij ook persoonlijker

Respondent:

53 Dat zijn inderdaad wel dingen die je kunt overwegen. het getik op je laptop
54 vind ik trouwens ook heel irritant.

Interviewer:

55 Als we dan die laptop eens loslaten en de tablet; laten we dan eens kijken
56 naar de dagelijkse bezigheden. valt daar nog het een en ander in te doen?

Respondent:

57 Daar zijn wij dus al bezig. Gezien de vele vierkante meters die we nog aan
58 kastruimte hebben probeer we dit te verminderen.
59 We vragen wat minder proefschriften aan, bij BCT delen ze helemaal geen
60 proefschriften meer uit als iemand gepromoveerd is; Daar krijgen ze alleen
61 maar een link naar de bibliotheek. Maar mensen vinden boekjes fijner;
62 anders wordt er denk ik helemaal niet meer naar gekeken.

Interviewer:

63 Ik hoor dat u een beetje tegen een aantal systemen aanloopt.

Respondent:

64 Inderdaad Hoe kom je eigenlijk om de systemen heen? We zouden voor
65 handtekeningen bijvoorbeeld digitale handtekening kunnen doen maar dat is
66 niet hetzelfde. Een digitale handtekening zetten we alleen in hoge nood en
67 met toestemming van de persoon in kwestie. Anders heeft het geen waarde
68 meer.

Interviewer

69 Naast papier heeft al een beetje nagedacht over plastic?
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Respondent:

70 Wij zaten laat bij elkaar en we zeiden: 'volgens mij gebruiken we helemaal
71 niet zoveel plastic'. Enige plastic wat je eigenlijk krijgt is wat je toe geleverd
72 krijgt. Dus alle verpakkingsmaterialen bijvoorbeeld zijn echt verschrikkelijk.
73 We hebben nog wel bubbelenveloppen; ik zat te denken en daar hebben we
74 het ook over gehad of we deze weg konden laten en naar alternatieven te
75 gaan zonder plastic. Accidentele pakketje is weer in extra plastic waar dan
76 weer een pakketje omheen zit om een of andere rare reden.

Interviewer:

77 Ik kan mij voorstellen dat er een aantal dingen zijn die met regelmaat
78 worden besteld. Is er misschien mogelijkheid om op deze onderwerpen te
79 overleggen wat je daaraan kunt veranderen?

Respondent:

80 Dat vind ik niet aan ons maar eerder aan een facilitair bedrijf. Wij zijn
81 daarvoor niet verantwoordelijk. Maar het kan misschien hebben ze daar nog
82 nooit vandaag gevraagd...

Interviewer:

83 Ik merk dus vooral dat er veel regels zijn waar je niet aan ontkomt.

Respondent:

84 Je hebt een aantal vaste leverancier en leveren dingen aan waar je geen
85 invloed op hebt. Daar ontkom je echt niet aan. Als je iets besteld kun je
86 moeilijk zeggen 'ik wil het zonder de verpakking'. Op een gegeven moment
87 moet je ook dingen versturen toch? Dat moet wel zo zijn dat dat hier aan
88 komt. Maar dit is iets voor een facilitair bedrijf om bij de aankoop al
89 aandacht aan te besteden. Ze kunnen zeggen van 'wij willen al dat plastic
90 niet'.

Interviewer:

91 Heeft ook een idee hoe dat op de labs zit?

Respondent:

92 Je hebt een aantal regels; ook in de laboratoria. Spuiten zitten gewoon in
93 verpakkingen en er zijn een aantal hygiëneregels waar we ons aan moeten
94 houden. Hier zijn ook vaste leveranciers en ik kan niet zeggen van je kunt
95 naar een andere omdat hij milieuvriendelijker is. milieuvriendelijker moet
96 dus al bij de aanbesteding meegenomen worden.

Interviewer:

97 De volgende vraag is of je al weet hoe je mensen erbij te bereiken?

Respondent:

98 Het overleg wat ik heb is een goed voorbeeld. Maar ja... Er valt niet veel bij
99 te winnen denk ik. Twee professoren waarvoor ik secretaresse ben printen
100 nog wel het een en ander uit maar lekker er zelf vooral veel op. Op de rest
101 van de gang heb ik niet zo heel veel invloed. Ik heb geen idee hoeveel aios
102 printen en hoeveel plastic die gebruiken. Ik denk dat het wel meevalt.

Interviewer:

103 Zijn er dingen die je nog in de dagelijkse bezigheden opvalt op de afdeling?
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Respondent:

104 Geen idee. Voor studenten is lastig uit te printen want die moet er voor
105 betalen. Ze kunnen wel weer een bedrag terug krijgen maar niet iedereen is
106 zich daarvan bewust. Die zullen wel nu zo min mogelijk printen. Dit is niet
107 zo gebruiksvriendelijk maar het is wel goed om printpapier gebruik te
108 verminderen.

Interviewer:

109 Is er nog een link te leggen met de hoeveelheid vakken die gegeven wordt?
110 Of dat mensen meer naar congressen gaan?

Respondent:

111 Dit zie je niet meer terug maar er wordt steeds meer op blackboard gezet
112 waardoor studenten gaan printen in plaats van docenten.

Interviewer:

113 Zijn er ook duidelijke perioden waarbij mensen veel weg zijn? Of zit daar
114 niet erg een lijn in?

Respondent:

115 De vakantie zijn duidelijk maar wat betreft dagelijkse verschillen en
116 wekelijkse verschillen is er niet zo'n duidelijke lijn. Vrijdag en donderdag is
117 iets rustiger. Dinsdag is de piek dag. Van druk naar niet druk hebben we
118 dinsdag maandag woensdag donderdag vrijdag. Dit is niet zo handig met de
119 kamerindeling bijvoorbeeld als iemand maar één keer in de week komt
120 Moeten deze mensen wel natuurlijk op de dag wanneer het heel druk is.

Interviewer:

121 Wat voor soort invloed heeft u op de afdeling?

Respondent:

122 Als ik zou willen heb ik best veel invloed op deze afdeling.

Interviewer:

123 Informeel of officiële invloed?

Respondent:

124 Vanuit mijn functie wel veel maar of ik dit ook doe is een tweede. Het is ook
125 meer een vraag hoe in hoeverre maak je het een speerpunt van je werk? Er
126 zijn heel veel dingen die je moet doen en je moet gewoon keuzes maken.
127 Als ik aan een ding aandacht geeft moet ik andere dingen weer laten vallen.
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Job:
Duration:
Date:

SecretaryB (Wageningen University and Research)
0:11:35
19-06-2017

Interviewer:

1 Hoe ging het wat heb je gedaan dat voor vraagt gaan wij nu beantwoorden.

Respondent:

2 Ik heb voornamelijk mijn gefocust op en bewustwording verder is er eigenlijk
3 weinig gedaan.

Interviewer:

4 Wat waren de lastige dingen?

Respondent:

5 Je hebt een bepaalde manier van werken en dat verandert niet zo één twee
6 drie. Meer met dingen bezig geweest die belangrijker zijn,
7 personeelsproblemen bijvoorbeeld.

Interviewer:

8 Wat kwam er tussendoor?

Respondent:

9 Er komt van alles tussendoor. Je kan moeilijk zeggen van 'We gaan nu even
10 kijken'. Zoiets zou je waarschijnlijk beter nog in de zomervakantie kunnen
11 doen; ik hoop dat we dan wat processen kunnen aanpassen, daar komen we
12 in gewone werktijden niet aan toe om verbeteringen toe te passen. Je bent
13 gewoon... Je gaat van het ene dringende ding naar het andere dringende dus
14 je hebt nauwelijks de tijd om even na te denken van wat kan ik anders doen.
15 Deze zomer komt er sowieso een nieuwe medewerker en vers bloed is
16 waarschijnlijk altijd goed voor nieuwe dingen en verbeteringen. Die werk ik
17 in en vervolgens denk ik ook dat ik nog meer tijd heb om dingen aan te
18 passen zoals bijvoorbeeld het verder digitaliseren van de boekhouding. We
19 doen het op dit moment een beetje half; we kunnen best nog wel meer
20 digitaliseren.

Interviewer:

21 Zijn er nog dingen die er zijn opgevallen? Je had het bijvoorbeeld over
22 bewustwording?

Respondent:

23 Ja. Je denkt bijvoorbeeld wel van 'deze verpakkingen om onze producten zijn
24 wel een beetje overmatig'.

Interviewer:

25 Is het opgevallen dat je met het onderzoek bezig was?

Respondent:

26 Nee dat denk ik niet. Ik denk niet dat iemand het gemerkt heeft behalve
27 degene met wie ik heb besproken heb. Die weten ook niet hoe wij met
28 papier omgaan bijvoorbeeld.

Interviewer

29 Heb je nog andere dingen gezien die opvielen?

Respondent:

30 Nee want ik let ook niet zoveel op hoeveel papier anderen gebruiken. Heb ik
31 geen tijd voor.
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Interviewer:

32 Heb je ook het idee gehad dat je vanuit je functie ook meer mogelijkheden
33 had of juist meer belemmeringen?

Respondent:

34 Tijd is echt een punt; je moet er over nadenken en je moet je systemen gaan
35 wijzigen. Hier is veel tijd voor nodig en mankracht.

Interviewer:

36 Je had het echt dus ernaast moeten doen?

Respondent:

37 Jazeker want je doet dingen op een bepaalde manier maar als je echt dingen
38 wilt veranderen heb je daar tijd voor nodig. Om het na te denken en om het
39 in te vullen. Het kost tijd om over te schakelen naar iets anders.
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Annex 5: Interviews Manager
Job:
Duration:
Date:

ManagerA (Wageningen University and Research)
0:25:45
01-05-2017

Interviewer:

1 Wat voor actie kun je ondernemen om het papier en plastic gebruik op de
2 afdeling voor jezelf te verminderen?

Respondent:

3 Om daar zelf over na te denken Ik heb daar de afgelopen jaren heel veel over
4 gedaan dus ik denk dat ik in principe niet de meest uitgelezen persoon ben
5 om daar nog iets te verminderen. Ik heb bijvoorbeeld sinds vorig jaar
6 afvalscheiding geïntroduceerd in het gebouw; ik zit bij de green group van
7 lebo. Hebben wij eigenlijk gespitst op die afvalscheiding want we vonden het
8 eigenlijk van de zotte dat het er nog niet was. Daar ben ik dus een van de
9 aanstichter van om dat hier voor elkaar krijgen. ik houd mijn bureau netjes ik
10 scheid mijn afval. Ik neem het afval mee als ik bijvoorbeeld naar het toilet ga
11 ik kan het anders netjes weggooien in de gang. Ik scheid zelfs mijn theezakjes
12 van mijn bekentjes dus dat gaat best wel goed. Wat ik daar nog heel veel
13 meer voor mezelf aan kan doen weet ik niet echt dus. Volgens mij gaat al het
14 plastic al in de plastic bak. Als ik naar papier kijk gebruik ik relatief weinig
15 papier. Voor sommige stukken die ik moet lezen vind ik het toch nog wel fijn
16 om ze gewoon nog even uit te printen. Als het lange stukken zijn print ik het
17 nog wel uit. Als ik dingen zoals Excel file of plattegronden dingen die lastig te
18 lezen zijn op een klein tablet scherm print ik ze uit. Na afloop vraag me ook
19 altijd nog af heb ik het nodig of heb ik het niet meer nodig; ik bewaar dus
20 ook veel maar daarna gooi je het wel een keertje weg natuurlijk. Maar ik
21 print dus wel redelijk bewust. Probeer daar wel heel bewust mee om te
22 gaan. Ik ben ook vaak aanwezig op andere locaties. Vandaar dat mijn kantoor
23 redelijk leeg is zodat andere mensen ook van dit kantoor gebruik kunnen
24 maken. Als meer mensen het kantoor willen gebruiken wil ik graag ook dat
25 het netjes is.

Interviewer

26 werk je structureel op andere plekken?

Respondent:

27 Ja, maar mijn planning wisselt een beetje. Van waar ik dan op welke dag ben
28 afhankelijk van mijn afspraken. Ik heb een voorbeeld ook een locatie in Den
29 Haag en werk ook voor het facilitair bedrijf en zit daarom daar ook
30 regelmatig. Ik laat mijn agenda een beetje bepalen waar ik ben.

Interviewer:

31 De afvalscheiding: Is het te zien dat men dit veel dit voorbeeld oppakt?
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Respondent:

32 Op de afdelingen wel. Eigenlijk gaat het hartstikke goed. Het gaat beter dan
33 verwacht. We hadden zorgen zoals hebben we wel voldoende capaciteit,
34 hebben we wel voldoende ruimte, maar alles lijkt goed verlopen. Onze
35 afdelingen bij mij werken als green group een beetje bij te houden of er veel
36 meer kan zou komen. Wij hebben ook een mail gestuurd zodat men wist wat
37 we gingen doen en wat de bedoeling is. Best wel veel mailtjes gekregen
38 waarin veel weerstand te lezen was zoals ik kan het niet kwijt of ik wil niet
39 heen en weer lopen maar uiteindelijk bleek dit best wel mee te vallen.
40 Daarna hebben we het uitgebreid naar het hele gebouw en hebben we
41 eigenlijk helemaal geen reactie meer erop gekregen. Dat viel ons reuze mee.
42 Als je naar de cijfers kijkt hebben we nog steeds wel een hoop restafval; ook
43 Aangezien we de kantine nog niet helemaal op de rit hadden. Hierin hebben
44 we als gebouw nog wel een slag in te winnen. Maar op de afdelingen en de
45 onderwijsruimtes zijn we wel goed bezig. Ergens nog wel bezig met het
46 optimaliseren van hoeveel afvalbakken je plaatst versus hoeveel je nodig
47 hebt. Ik wil ook niet teveel zodat je niet op elke hoek een afvalbak hebt
48 staan.

Interviewer:

49 Vind je het ook bij scheiding goed gaan?

Respondent:

50 Als ik de mensen van ecosmart luister hoor ik dat dat eigenlijk best goed
51 gaat. Wat we nog wel zien dat er wat dingen nog wel eens verkeerd zitten
52 maar goed, over het algemeen gaat het plastic op dit moment gewoon bij
53 plastic. Sommige collegezalen laden nog geen oud papier bakken en daar
54 willen we nog een aantal plaatsen aangezien we daar nog wel een hoop
55 papier aantreffen ook al hadden we dat niet verwacht. We zijn nog op zoek
56 naar een balans. Het ligt ook een beetje aan de regels binnen de kamers
57 bijvoorbeeld als je niet mag eten in een kamer maar je dat wel doet zet je
58 dat dan voor de zekerheid nog wel een groente fruit en tuinafval bak of kies
59 je ervoor dat je niet een plaatst en voorkom je er bevordering van meer afval
60 op een plek. Laatste moet je ook gaan handhaven en ik ben zelf niet zo erg
61 van politieagent spelen dus... Hoop ik dat mensen altijd een stuk eigen
62 verantwoordelijkheid hebben Op dit gebied en het gebouw netjes
63 achterlaten en een spullen netjes opruimen.

Interviewer:

64 Wat zijn een beetje de vaste patronen waarom mensen veel printen in deze
65 afdeling?

Respondent:

66 Er zitten verschillende mensen: Hier zitten leden van de staff, op deze gaan
67 zitten heel veel mensen van Wageningen economic research; dit zijn
68 voornamelijk onderzoekers. Zie bij onderzoekers dat ze nog wel voornamelijk
69 veel papier gebruiken. Dit begrijp ik wel aangezien het een beetje gelinkt is
70 aan een soort cultuur. Aan de andere kant zie je ook dat dit nog best wel een
71 beetje een papieren wereld is. Bijna iedereen heeft nog een vaste pc; er zijn
72 weinig mensen met een laptop; iedereen heeft zijn eigen kantoor. Je hebt
73 dus ook de ruimte en de mogelijkheden om veel gebruik te maken van
74 papier. Het is zo gemaakt. Het is gewenning ook al heb ik er nog niet echt
75 met mensen mee over gesproken dus vind ik het lastig om over te oordelen.
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Interviewer:

76 Hoe sta jij ten opzichte van het gebruik van meer elektronische alternatieven
77 om papierverbruik te verminderen?

Respondent:

78 Ik gebruik veel een laptop maar dat komt omdat ik veel vanuit het idee van
79 hotel werken engineer erbij ik al mijn werk dus mee heb in mijn koffer en
80 dan is een laptop wel zo gemakkelijk. Iedereen op mijn werk heeft ook een
81 laptop gekregen; er kan nog wel een extra scherm aan bijvoorbeeld. Deze
82 mogelijkheden vind ik ideaal zodat je bijvoorbeeld gewoon een klein laptop
83 kan nemen en deze kunt linken aan een groot scherm zodat je meer ruimte
84 hebt om op je beeldscherm te kunnen kijken.

Interviewer:

84 Zijn er ook mogelijkheden dat dit gaat gebeuren op Wageningen deze manier
85 van werken?

Respondent:

86 Zijn er wel met Research bezig in Den Haag. Daar willen we ook een
87 transparante werkomgeving maken waarop de focus dan meer ligt op
88 digitaal werken en dus papierproductie en laptop gebruik te monitoren. Hier
89 zit een heel digitaliseringstraject achter waardoor het uiteindelijke werken
90 ook goed past bij deze digitalisatie. Stimulans en die wil is er wel bij de
91 directie, en daarna ook bij de staff. Maar hier op de afdelingen in
92 Wageningen Research hier staat er wel een beetje anders. De universitaire
93 kant laten zien toch we wachten eerst wel iets te verwezenlijken. Je wordt
94 ook nog veel meer waarde gehecht aan het fysieke van papier en boeken,
95 stapels op je bureau in vergelijking met Wageningen Research. Dus of dit ook
96 veel gaat gebeuren in dit gebouw is de wil er wel maar de komende
97 tijd...uhhh... de komende tijd nog niet.

Interviewer:

98 Ziet u uzelf als een factor hierin mee kan spelen

Respondent:

99 Ja maar heb ik hier onlangs twee jaar terug in een project nog over gehad
100 onder de toenmalige directie om te kijken of we hier ook zo'n werkconcept
101 konden doen. Er zijn er ook gesprekken geweest over digitaal werken maar
102 die was hier toch wel te veel weerstand uiteindelijk is dat geparkeerd en is
103 dat niet verder doorgezet. Even tussendoor als werkgever mag je maar een
104 apparaat aan je werkgever vergoeden. Een enkele keer gebeurt het dat er
105 een aantal is of er zoveel mogelijkheden zijn maar ook met name de
106 belastingdienst doet hier moeilijk over. De belastingdienst ziet er namelijk
107 ook als een verkapte manier van inkomen dus is Wageningen daar heel erg
108 terughoudend in aangezien er de laatste jaren al wel meer twisten zijn
109 geweest met de belastingdienst. Dit soort twisten zorgen wel voor extra
110 kosten voor de universiteit Wat natuurlijk erg vervelend is en dus tot gevolg
111 heeft dat we daar een heel terughoudend zijn geworden. Het een beetje
112 aan de rand van de regeltjes.

Interviewer:

113 Zijn er nog andere van dit soort externe remmende factoren die U kunt
114 bedenken?
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Respondent:

115 ja. Verder kan ik niet echt veel remmende factoren bedenken. Als je naar
116 ons raad van bestuur kijkt dat de afdelingen wel over het algemeen de
117 vrijheid krijgt om zelf in te delen wat ze willen. De afdelingen mogen hun
118 gang gaan zolang het niet te gek en niet te duur is. Er is geen druk om het
119 concept te veranderen Het is een beetje van ‘Als het werkt dan laten we
120 het zo’.

Interviewer:

121 Inderdaad
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Job:
Duration:
Date:

ManagerB (Wageningen University and Research)
0:09:56
21-06-2017

Interviewer:

1 Hoe is het gegaan; Als we het hebben over het verminderen van je eigen
2 papier en plastic gebruik?

Respondent:

3 Ik ben er zelf wel bewuster van geworden moet ik zeggen. Vooral wat de
4 papier betreft, de andere dingen vond ik zelf dat ik al erg veel aan deed, maar
5 wat papier betreft ben ik mij nu nog meer gaan of vragen of het nodig is om
6 sommige dingen te printen. Sommige dingen ben ik achter gekomen dat ik het
7 toch wel erg handig vind om nog even te printen; dit doe ik dus ook. Ik merk
8 vooral dat ik nog wel steeds meer dingen ben gaan lezen op het scherm. Het is
9 even wennen maar er is best mee te dealen. Eigenlijk de voornaamste
10 constatering die ik zelf heb gedaan. Ik weet niet precies wat ik verder nog
11 kon verduurzamen wat betreft plastic was ik al heel erg mijn best aan het
12 doen dus... Heb ik eigenlijk ook niet de moeite ervoor genomen om daar
13 extra op te gaan letten. I houd dingen al heel erg veel apart.

Interviewer:

14 Wat lees je nu wel wat je voorheen niet op het scherm las?

Respondent:

15 Het zijn voornamelijk stukken die een pagina of vier vijf innemen. Het meer
16 lezen van werkstukken vind ik het nog steeds erg prettig om het uit te
17 printen en de hele tijd naar zo'n scherp staren is denk ik ook niet goed... Dan
18 vind ik het het nog wel prettig om het soms wel te printen. Wat ik ook nog
19 wel lastig vind als ik vergaderingen voorzit. Dan heb ik altijd wel mijn laptop
20 bij me, maar dan heb je vaak ook allerlei andere dingen bezig staan en wil ik
21 eigenlijk daarnaast ook nog de agenda erbij hebben liggen; dan mis ik om zo
22 maar te zeggen een tweede scherm. Dan heb ik de agenda en notulen naast
23 mij liggen en het is als voorzitter wel erg fijn als je snel tussen deze dingen
24 kunt wisselen. Je wilt niet veel tijd kwijt zijn aan klikken en zoeken. En de
25 voornaamste stukken heb ik dan wel op mijn scherm staan maar vooral dus
26 vier vijf pagina's lange teksten heb ik meer moeite genomen om die op het
27 scherm te lezen. Dit gaat over het algemeen prima.

Interviewer:

28 Hoe is het communiceren naar je collega's gegaan?
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Respondent:

29 Daar hebben we ons best voor gedaan. Zoals ik al zei binnen de staff en
30 binnen de facilitaire Club, de conciërges die beneden zitten, maar dan merk
31 ik toch wel dat we meer bewust mee bezig zijn ook via Annemarie Kroon, die
32 heb je ook volgens mij gesproken de arbo Milieu coördinator, die heeft ook
33 een mail gestuurd over de hele afdeling van 'hey jongens, dit onderzoek
34 loopt en we willen daar met z'n allen nog een extra stimulans in geven. Dus
35 let erop'. Ik vind het heel moeilijk om dat te polsen, het is ook een beetje
36 betuttelend om daarover te beginnen. Zo wordt het tenminste wel wat
37 ervaren. Ik moet eerlijk bekennen dat ik dat dus maar heel minimaal gedaan
38 heb. Ik heb dus een mail gestuurd en af en toe een opmerking laten vallen
39 als er plastic bekertjes bij het restafval werd gegooid. Maar ja... Het zit zo
40 ingeslopen. Het zit zo moeilijk om mensen om te krijgen Vooral als het niet in
41 je intrinsieke motivatie zit. Daar valt het denk ik weinig effect te behalen
42 door het zo te stimuleren.

Interviewer:

43 Hoe is het hier verder af gegaan en bevallen?

Respondent:

44 Prima. Je merkt er niet zoveel van. Als ik vanuit mijn eigen mag spreken met
45 afval scheiden. We komen vanuit een situatie waarbij iedereen zijn eigen
46 afvalbakje op zijn bureau had staan naar alleen maar een afvalbak per kamer
47 naar centrale afvalscheiding op de afdeling. Het is even wennen je gaat er
48 eigenlijk automatisch in mee. Het is gewoon belangrijk om dat te doen en
49 om daar een goed voorbeeld in te geven. Zelf heb ik er helemaal geen
50 moeite mee omdat het zo'n kleine moeite is. Ik denk persoonlijk dat ik een
51 van de meest gedigitaliseerde mensen op deze afdeling ben. Voor een aantal
52 projecten heb ik nog wat papiertjes liggen en ik heb je nog wat tijdschriften
53 maar dat is het ook wel. Ik sleep overal mijn laptop naar toe dus ik denk dat
54 ik al redelijk digitaal ben. Het was ook maar een kleine omschakeling om
55 daar nog even extra op te letten.

Interviewer:

56 Heb je het gevoel gehad dat het zijn vruchten aan het afwerpen was?

Respondent:

57 In algemene zin denk ik dat we niet heel erg veel effect hebben bereikt. Ik
58 denk dat het tegenvalt. Het zit zo in de gewoonte van mensen en eigenlijk
59 moet je het dan vaker zeggen maar dat doe je dan niet want dat is lastig
60 zoals ik al zei. Er is een zekere hiërarchie en deze band wil je niet te veel
61 verstoren. Onderwerpen als afval en dergelijke horen daar niet erg tussen.
62 Het is ook een heel stuk eigen verantwoordelijkheid. Het is waarschijnlijk ook
63 sterker als collega's elkaar erop aanspreken dan wanneer de leiding dat doet.

Interviewer:

64 Verder nog dingen die opgevallen zijn qua gedrag van je collega's?

Respondent:

65 Ik weet het niet. Ik vond het relatief rustig bij de printers. Nu weet ik niet of
66 dat een effect is van het onderzoek maar je weet nooit
67 Soms moet je even wachten bij de printers op de handige Maar daar heb ik
68 de afgelopen paar weken geen last van gehad. Afvalscheiding doen we
69 volgens mij ook al best wel goed. Daar is denk ik ook niet de grootste winst
70 te behalen.
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Annex 6: Interviews Professor II
Job:
Duration:
Date:

Professor IIA (Wageningen University and Research)
0:19:55
01-05-2017

Interviewer:

1 Have you undertaken any action reduced your own plastic waste and printing
2 paper usage?

Respondent:

3 I've been trying to avoid buying any stuff that concludes plastic. I have always
4 been doing that. Beyond that I'm not really sure what I could do.

Interviewer:

5 That is about plastics, but what about printing paper?

Respondent:

6 I also tried to avoid printing, but sometimes it's impossible to avoid. For
7 instance when you are in meeting or when you want to share a document
8 printing is often useful. Probably around 90% of the texts I read is already
9 completely digital.

Interviewer:

10 The secretaries also noticed this. So to say, it is seen.

Respondent:

11 ohh.... Interesting

Interviewer:

12 What are the main reasons that people print in this department?

Respondent:

13 Some people think it is nicer to read from paper and to be honest... If you for
14 example have to assess a big chunk of work... a Thesis for example is
15 something I read from paper because it is often difficult to read everything
16 from a screen with a thesis. Sometimes in meetings it is awkward if
17 everybody is sitting behind their computers; it is just more comfortable to
18 create the situation that communicate better and I sometimes see things
19 better when it is on paper. So the default option is not to print but there are
20 occasions when I will. Other people for example prefer to read for example
21 texts from PhD students from paper because you look at is from a different
22 way. You often see more things.

Interviewer:

23 It is more tangible?

Respondent:

24 Yes. But I am not quite sure if this is a generalization of things. Maybe if we
25 talk to staff that is younger, say in their early 30s; they may have a different
26 opinion.

Interviewer:

27 Regarding doing other options, it is quite obvious that you tried to do quite a
28 few things already. And what do your employees use? Do they use more
29 tablets or do they work more from screens or more from favour?

Respondent:

30 Most of my workers should work on their laptop. For me it is also a
31 convenience. For instance when you travel a lot and if you say you have to
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32 take a lot of paper with you it is not really practical. In my laptop I only have
33 to carry that. This way the working environment is also very comfortable.
Interviewer:

34 You travel a lot during your work?

Respondent:

35 Indeed.

Interviewer:

36 Are you often physically here? Or often away?

Respondent:

37 Usually the space we are sitting in now is my office but it depends... We've
38 got lots of projects working all over and then I have to travel to them quite a
39 lot. But I probably spend around 50 to 60% of my working time in the office.

Interviewer:

40 Seeing that you are giving a good example, do you know of ways how you
41 could translate it to your employees?

Respondent:

42 First of all, I have to say that the University as an organisation is already
43 doing a lot of small projects. Think for instance about the bins that gather
44 waste separately which is very convenient to have plastic waste separated
45 from the others for example. So producing waste and processing waste is
46 already being thought off. Concerning paper you always get information
47 about the costs which in my opinion is the reason it makes it more clear for
48 people to see what the result of their actions is. Having said that... yea well...
49 Sometimes we make remarks about waste but generally speaking I am not
50 seeing a lot of waste around these departments and printing on this floor. So
51 I think there is a fair share of people over here that is environmentally aware
52 in trying to avoid waste or unnecessary printing.

Interviewer:

53 Indeed; I am asking this because you have to think about what you could do
54 the coming months. Let me try to give you a good example of how you could
55 translate your own behaviour to your employees: This could be interesting
56 for you for instance to talk around and discuss these topics a bit with
57 colleagues around you so that you try to gather the opinions of how people
58 approach it.

Respondent:

59 Yes I have thought about that for instance by putting these topics on the
60 agenda of our staff meeting but at the moment we got such a big agenda
61 that this topic will always drop off the agenda for discussion. There are other
62 things that need to be discussed and I think that this is an important issue. I
63 think it is easier to communicate this in an informal way but this is already
64 built in the culture of our floor; people often comment on somebody's
65 actions.

Interviewer:

66 So there is some level of social control?

Respondent:

67 Yes
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Interviewer:

68 From your own opinion do you see any differences when you compare this
69 floor with other departments or floors?

Respondent:

70 Well, compared to other universities where I have worked before here there
71 is not only a higher awareness, I mean other universities already also had
72 sustainability days in sustainability weeks, but I think it is a bit more strict
73 here regarding the waste management and I think there is more education
74 here of the small nudging activities you know. Example information on your
75 printer and such. But we've also been for a few years further since I had my
76 last appointment at these are the universities so maybe my viewpoint is a bit
77 unbalanced. A few years ago the first initiative started regarding switching
78 off lights and changing the financial rules so that faculties that switch off
79 lights could also engage in the benefit of these actions through a reduction in
80 costs. So people then could see for themselves and not only for someone
81 they have never seen. So I think it has been a long way and in that sense I
82 think it is here just a bit more streamlined and thinking about the tiny bits
83 that make a difference within an organisation... to streamline waste
83 reduction. There are obviously other things you can think about when you go
84 a bit beyond waste. As a global player; for knowledge gathering you have to
85 travel a lot for instance. We now got a lot more video conference rooms so
86 people don't have to travel all the time. I think people also make more use of
87 that. To avoid travelling increasingly use these kind of rooms for supervision
88 of PhD students or masterpieces that are gathering data abroad or far away.
89 So there are quite a few strategies empty university that tried to reduce
90 travelling, but it can not be fully avoided since if you want to collaborate as
91 an international level you still sometimes have to come together and get on
92 the airplane. But I am not really aware or sure that this university has some
93 kind of sustainability record. It is probably there that I have not really seen
94 into yet.

Interviewer:

95 What I know in terms of carbon footprint and consumption of things; that is
96 done at the university level already for quite some years.

Respondent:

97 Ok interesting. But I am unsure if this is sufficiently promoted in the
98 sustainability report

Interviewer:

99 I talked to the person that is making the sustainability reports and at least on
100 an electricity level he told me that they were reaching the limits of what
101 they could reduce on University level. There's still a lot of production
102 possible that this is done through the tiny changes that need to be done.
103 More sustainable behaviour can be one of these changes he said that we
104 should get more into the departmental scale and get more improvements
105 there as well.
106 Did anything stand out in the past few weeks? Did you see some kind of
107 specific behaviour; any reasons people print? What are the main sources
108 for plastics? Anything that stood out?
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Respondent:

109 No not really. As I said I have not seen a lot of plastic waste. But what I am
110 hating for instance are these plastic cups in their coffee machines. I think at
111 this university they should go to or switch to paper cups assuming this is
112 more sustainable. Thinking from a cliche point of view. But as I said I do not
113 see a lot of plastic brought in. Maybe I don't see it but it could be more.

Interviewer:

114 You could also think a bit about the packaging for instance about products
115 that are brought in. Office materials for instance that the secretaries get.

Respondent:

116 Well this is something I am not seeing. Then it's best to ask the secretaries.
117 I think that is useful since they see a lot that is happening on this floor. The
118 day to day activities. But since you mentioned.... I really actually do not
119 meet colleagues at the printer, so maybe we are not printing that much. I
120 never actually see somebody printing something. Somebody actually
121 already made an effort to state something like 'oh I have to print a lot' to
122 read it better or something... So therefore it looks like they seek reasons to
123 justify why they are printing... Not necessary in my opinion

Interviewer:

124 Ok so now talking from your position within the chair group. What kind of
125 influence see you that you have on the department? Or how do you see
126 yourself in this respect in this department?

Respondent:

127 Specific on these topics or more generally?

Interviewer:

128 Generally in the sense of doing and making gestures towards your staff it
129 does not really depend on whether or not it concerns plastic or paper
130 printing behaviour.

Respondent:

131 Generally my role is that I am responsible for the eventual success of the
132 chair group; financially and also with the results we are producing. So
133 regarding projects we are doing I need to be convinced by my colleagues
134 but otherwise I am more a bit in the background to make sure people are
135 enabled to take on the responsibilities.

Interviewer:

136 Are you then more actively involved or a bit more in the back regarding
137 particular projects

Respondent:

138 Indeed for some projects I need to be actively involved but mostly I have a
139 certain open door policy where people can just walk by and hop in to ask
140 questions or advise etc. So yeah it is actually a mix... So for instance on the
141 topic of your mental behaviours something I work in.

Interviewer:

142 Do you know how many courses there are currently given in the coming
143 and previous periods?

Respondent:

144 roughly 14 and a bit more in the previous periods
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Job:
Duration:
Date:

Professor IIB (Wageningen University and Research)
0:18:58
19-06-2017

Interviewer:

1 How did it go?

Respondent:

2 I did not do any kind of systematic intervention. Through your project I have
3 been sensitised a little bit on the everyday kind of remarks and habits, and
4 indeed I noticed that there are a few colleagues that brings a little more and
5 come in my office and turn on the lights. So there were certain interesting
6 encounters.

Interviewer:

7 So you noticed some patterns? Could you elaborate and bit on that?

Respondent:

8 Well, I don't know whether or not they are really patterns but there are just
9 some people that think they need more artificial light than I find necessary.
10 For example take the situation we are in now at the afternoon I think it is still
11 pretty bright but some people stink the room still should be illuminated to
12 checking out all the Shadows for instance because otherwise they feel
13 uncomfortable. Sometimes I noticed some people printing more than others
14 but if we could call them patterns. Light is an interesting thing because a lot
15 of people think they are seen as not present when the light is not on. Then
16 regarding to printing; people more and more use digitalised measures to
17 read text. I think different less but if you discuss the environmental impact
18 People directly think about your carbon footprint and electricity use so I
19 wonder if this is even environmentally beneficial.

Interviewer:

20 What did you actually do during these research?

Respondent:

21 As I said before, I did not do any kind of special activities so I think I did
22 behave as I did before but I have been sensitised to look a bit more around
23 me and collect my observations more systemically. Otherwise I wouldn't
24 even occur to me; it would just have been there.

Interviewer:

25 Any other things that stood out?
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Respondent:

27 What we have found is that there is a tendency for getting a half filled coffee
28 cups near the vicinity of the coffee machine. This is partly due to our waste
29 system where you can't put away the liquids. Sometimes there is a
30 dysfunction with the coffee machine or you get coffee that is not that good;
31 you pushed the wrong button and then they don't know what they can do
32 with it. Some people flush it through the toilet but quite a lot of people don't
33 know where the toilets are. Thus waist gathers around the coffee machine.
34 Interesting is that it often takes more than a few days before somebody
35 takes action. One cup tends to draw more cups, a so called broken effect.
36 What is interesting is that somebody left a tablet there one day and then this
37 space suddenly got used for gathering cups as well. We then took it away
38 and the gathering of the cops stop as well.

Interviewer:

39 Any other noteworthy things? Did you notice patterns within the
40 department related to plastic waste and paper consumption or any other
41 thing that you took note off?

Respondent:

42 With regard to waste Gathering the interesting thing is that it is rather
43 invisible. People or I did not notice it that much or maybe people do not
44 have that much waste or maybe get rid of him very quickly or maybe even
45 get rid at the place I can't see and then return it. I think they're coming every
46 evening of person cleaning the department keeps everything more civil. It is
47 like another pair of eyes looking at these things. One topic that is discussed
48 at the moment is what to do with your tea bags for instance? You often take
49 your tea bag with you but you don't have any garbage can in which you can
50 place them in your office so often more cups to put their tea bags in to their
51 office resulting in the use of more cups and more waste. Or they linger
52 longer around the coffee machine to take care of their tea bags. But they
53 don't usually do that when there is nothing interesting to see or chat about.
54 The nice TV that we have at the moment near the coffee machine helps two
55 people at the coffee machine.

Interviewer:

56 How did you try to communicate that you were working on this project?

Respondent:

57 I do not think anybody has really noticed it that I was part of a project I did it
58 much more in a non formal matter. These everyday interactions were the
59 part where I wanted and tried to point things out. People would probably
60 find it a little bit art if I put waste issues on the agenda of a staff meeting
61 unless there is a pressing problem.
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Annex 7: Selection criteria for indicators
Not many indicators were already available from which one can derive behavioural change. And none
of the indicators found showed to be practically applicable to the current study. Therefore, the decision
was made to set up two indicators that would best fit the current study and aims. To do this, it was
important to consider what the indicator should be able to do as well as how it may guarantee that
what will be measured also relates to the PEB change. For this purpose, criteria on which the indicators
needed to be set up. A small literature review looking into what other research applied as indicator
criteria was. This is described in the following section. A concluding section describes the indicator
selection criteria selected.
As for the selection of the indicators, indicator criteria used in research from the field of
Biodiversity (Biodiversity Indicators), Ecosystem Services (Indicators for measuring value for
ecosystems) and Environmental management (Indicators measuring system sustainability) are set out
in Table 22. These themes were chosen first for their abundant use of indicators in their field of study,
making these fields of study experienced in the use of indicators. Next comes the diversity and
complexity of the systems the research fields want to measure with the indicators, which shows ways
of how to tackle complex system on the topic of environmental sciences and behavioural change. The
similarity of topics chosen in comparison with the topic of this thesis is the final reason for choosing
these fields as starting point. Criteria set in these studies that could not be applied to our case were
not included (Think for instance of ‘an indicator should progress towards our 2010 goal’ or ‘An indicator
should be biodiversity relevant’).
Table 10: List of literature from relevant fields and the used indicator selection criteria

Source
(Lottermoser 2016)

(Parr, Jongman et al. 2010)

(Heink, Hauck et al. 2016)

(Gao, Nielsen et al. 2015)
(Burgass, Halpern et al. 2017)

Indicator Selection Criteria
- Should be relevant to the case in which the study progresses.
- Should be able to reproduce data that is testable by statistic.
- Needs to be easily measurable.
- The ability to be checked by statistical methods.
- Should be meaningful and relevant to policy.
- Based on well-founded methodology.
- Be acceptable and intelligible outside of the scientific community.
- Be based on routinely collected data.
- Demonstrate cause-effect relationships.
- Be sensitive to change.
- Address the local context.
- Capture multiple values.
- Indicators are useful for economic assessment.
- The ability to be checked by statistical methods.
- Be cost-effective.
- Be meaningful to the public.
- Allow frequent reporting.
- Respond predictably to policy change.
- Provide reliable information on status and trends.
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Combining the criteria used in the previous studies, the following criteria will be used for selecting the
indicators:
1. An indicator should be relevant to the case in which the study progresses. This means
that the indicator in question should be in direct relation with the activities the
employees do in their workspace. It is wanted that the indicator relates to topics that
are well known by the employees and seen as a problem.
2. An indicator chosen should be able to reproduce data that is testable by statistics.
Through the indicators, one should be able to see possible changes in PEB of the
employees. It automatically means that an indicator thus measures a change over
time. The data can be statistically tested whether the change measures are significant.
3. The indicators need to be easily measurable, so it can be gathered easily by a single
individual without much expert equipment. These factors concern the achievability of
the indicator. Should an indicator be accurate to predict certain changes but very
difficult to obtain, the indicator will still be unusable.
4. The indicators used should be able to be statistically validated. Testing if changes
measured in the field by indicators are statistically significant gives a means to test if
changes observed are really be caused by the intervention proposed, thereby
increasing the strength of our data results.
5. An indicator should be based on well-founded methodology. If the method from which
an indicator is selected is wrong or incomplete, it gives cause to question the validity
of an indicator. This should be avoided as much as possible.
6. The indicators should be acceptable and intelligible outside of the scientific
community. This means that everybody outside the scientific community should be
able to recognize what kind of indicators are used, so to be able to apply the data and
results the indicators generate, which further increases societal relevancy of the study.
7. An indicator should be based on routinely collected data. This criterion concerns the
reproducibility of the study results. Making the data being collected on a routinely
basis, the data itself is also less prone to measurement error.
8. An indicator should be sensitive to change. An indicator sensitive to change shows
changes and effects of interventions. This can potentially reduce research time and
improve the relevancy of the data.
9. An indicator should be cost-effective or economically viable. This criterion has to do
with the fact that if an indicator is too expensive to measure or too time consuming,
the benefit from knowing the data generated from the indicator becomes too small.
Therefor an indicator should be able to measure data without disrupting the benefit
gained by getting this data.
Next to the overall criteria generated from the research mentioned previously, two case-specific
criteria were introduced:
10. The indicator chosen should directly measure PEB based on the goals set to the leaders
from which the intervention takes place. This is necessary to apply the indicator as
measure to make the effect of PEB change visible.
11. The indicators should link to the questionnaire, so employees are tested for PEB
change. I want to know if employee intention change translates through to their
expressed PEB. I want to know if this was due to the effect the leader caused after
intervention.
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